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GEIERAL INmODUGUGN

. Ehrery year Congress grinds out a bewildering array of acts 
covering almost every conceivable subject<, Taken together this 
legislation constitutes the framework of public poliey* They are 
the laws of the lands, to "be administered by the executive branch, 
to be interpreted by the courts, and sooner or later, depending 
upon public reaction, to be amended by other laws. How do these 
laws really come into being? "Why are these passed and others not?
Why was this amendment to a bill approved and another .voted down?

These questions are not easy to answer, for policy-making 
in a democratic society involves a drama of power in conflict and 
compromiseo The freedom of.action which.characterizes Congress 
makes the interpretation of its activities more diffieult» let the 
effectiveness of our policy-making process depends ultimately upon 
an informed electorateo

If Americans are to weigh the promises or appraise .the 
accomplishments of the congressional candidates who seek their votes, 
they must attest to understand the complexities of the lawmaking 
processo Otherwise, they fall prey to legislative doubletalko

&e following case study is an attempt to present a reasonably 
objective picture of the formulation of public policy in the field 

; of labor-management relations 0 It is an examination of the types 
of forces which influence and work through Congress in its attempts 
to formulate major public policies o It is hoped that this study



will lend some insight into the often baffling intraeacies by which 
laws are enaetedo .

The Labor^Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959 
provides an especially challenging subject of studyc Labor=Iianagement 
relations has become one of the most important, technicala and popu= 
lar national issues =. As the contending economic interests become 
more powerful in a complex industrialized societyj, there is a great 
likelihood that a segment of the public will be harmed unnecessarilyo 
The preservation of the American system of collective bargaining 
requires that extreme care must be taken in the regulation of the 
economic weapons of labor or management = Finally„ a mounting concern 
has been shown in the involvement of the public in industrial relationsP

The recent labor bill is of particular interest to students 
of the -American legislative process, for it is the first significant 
piece of legislation in the field of labor^management relations since 
the enactment of the Taft»Hartley Act of 19̂ 7°

A cyclical movement0 similar to the one existing in business 
activitys seems to have emerged in labor legislation <> In the past 
four decades* at about ten year intervals* major attempts have been 
made to regulate and re~regulate industrial relations by legislative 
actionb The "legislative" cycle started favorably enough for labor 
with the passage of the Railway Labor Act" in 1926* This was followed 
about a decade later* by the Hational Labor Relations Act in 1935



and ■the Fair Labor Standards Act gun 1930= However, just as business 
cycles have their ups and downs and change their direction from 
prosperity to depression. So the legislative cycle changed its direc
tion from encouragement to restriction= With the enactment of the Taft-.- 
Hartley Act, the pendulum swung back to management <, In 1959» twelve 
years later, organized labor was again subjected to comprehensive 
legislative actiono

It is well known that labor legislation is primarily not the 
cause but the consequence of political and social factors» What is 
the socio-political background of the present labor legislation and 
how did it come into being?

Before outlining the method of treatment of this ease study, 
it should be pointed out that certain assumptions about the legislative 
process have served as guideposts. Among the explanations of legisla
tive behavior that political scientists have developed in recent years, 
the following three seem particularly revelant.

First, Bertram Gross reminds us that governmental agencies,
including Congress, must be understood as contestants rather than as

' V  v  ■ V:; , ::'v ■■ . 1neutral referees in. the struggle for political power» In the words
of Earl Latham, ’’o o o Congress Is not an inert cash register ringing
up the additions and withdrawals Of strength o .<> o” Congressmen think

1 Bertram Gross, The Legislative Struggle (New Yorks McGraw- 
Hill Book. Coo, 1953) p. 92. . ....

2 Earl Latham, 11 Bie Group Basis of Politics s Notes for a 
Theory,18 The American Political Science Review„ XLFI (June, 1952), p° 391o

v



and act as members of Congress no less than as members of private 
groupse Not only do congressmen belong to and represent various 
groups outside the governments, but they also belong to various groups 
■within the government as committees, separate houses, political
parties and the like that have interests of their own<>

. ... ■ ■ ' ' ;

Second, Stephen Ko Bailey8 s ease study of the Employment Act 
of 1946 demonstrates that legislation emerges as the result of a 
complex interplay of historical, socials'' economie, personal, institu-

. 3.: . ; v: - ■tipnal, and ideological factors = Although government expresses and
modifies these forces, most legislation actually has its origins
outside the government 0 The history of most laws is such that the
date on which they were conceived cannot be exactly identified,

; Third, since power in Congressis scattered and personal
rather than concentrated and institutional^ policy is normally made
by "temporary power coalitions of political, administrative, and non=
governmental interestso" Consequently, the voters cannot hold any
identifiable group or individual responsible for policy, George
Galloway has observed that, "The total picture is one of diffusion,
disunity, and disintegration==.of a 8 baronial system of political
power8 =>“Of a mixture of legislative oligarchy and legislative anarchy.

3 Stephen Kemp Bailey, Congress lakes A Laws The Story Behind 
the Employment Act, of 1946 (lew Yorks Columbia University Press,. 1950) 
P. 236 ' .
; ■ ' : - 4'lbids ; : : .1 . . ; ■ ■

5 George Galloway, The LegjSiative Process in Congress (lew 
Yorks Thomas Y, Crowell Company, 1953), Po352



Each congressman is fairly free to vote as he chooses with power 
ilii.s divldedo . - '

Pendleton Herring has defined the policy-making process as
' '■ . ■ ;v": , ' ■■ ■ ' ■ : ' 6the inter^aetion of ideass, institutions9 interests, and individuals«

This ease, study attempts to describe how these four 18 s interacted in ' 
a particular historical context in relation to a particular economic 
issueo Separate chapters are devoted to the background movement for 
legislation, a chronological developmeht of the labor bill within 
both houses of Congress, the activities of the major groups involved, 
and the influences of the key congressional and administrative officials 
who took part in the debateo

. Chapter 1 sets the scene for the legislative struggle which 
culminated in the adoption of the labor reform act of 1959 o It 
traces the history of efforts to amend the Tafh=Sartley Act and examines 
the extent of labor corruption and the recommendations of the Select 
Senate Investigating Committee °. The chapter also seeks to determine 
the initial response of the interested groups to the problems of 
corruption <, :

The second chapter is a descriptive account of the congress
ional debates which took place during 1958 and 1959° An examination 
is made of the positions of the political parties and committees

6 Quoted in Bailey, Congress Makes a haws The Story Behind 
the Bnployment Act of 1946, PeXc _ . .



and how these attitudes were fomedo The congressional strategies 
and tactics are reviewed to illustrate why and how specific practices 
are followed in Congress o

Chapter III is devoted to determining the legislative role 
played by private organizations^ It looks into the activities of the 
interested lobbies inside and outside Congress and attempts to 
evaluate the impaet of their combined pressures 0

Chapter IT is a set of political character studies of Senators 
Kennedy, Goldwater» McClellan, Representative Baren and Labor Secretary 
Mitchell3 the five governmental figures who contributed the most to 
the legislative struggle^ Bach ease study deals with the background 
influences which helped shape the philosophies and decisions of 
those involvedo ,

The last chapter tries to draw together the forces which 
shaped the final draft of the labor bill and assign the responsibilities 
of eaeho Finally, some general conclusions are drawn about the 
legislative process8



The passage of the X.ajadrm=Griffin let of 1959 was the result
of a peculiar combination of circumstances. Of these» the revelations
of gangster influence and monopolistic tactics in labor unions, by
the McClellan Committee were the most directg but the committee8s

• investigation xfas by no means sufficient in itself to esplain the
changes in our national labor policy embodied in the new statute«
Other factors having an important influence upon the legislation
were the political resurgence.of business groups "after a quarter-
century of what they considered undue subservience to 8monopolistic8 

" - : i 7 ■
unions and their political allies;" the increasing involvement of
the public interest in labor-management negotiations which included
the effects of work stoppage, the gradually mounting inflation, and
the "threat" of cheaper foreign commodities s and the enhanced power
and prestige of organized ■ labor•<> >

iof was this alio. There was the development of the so-called
"no-man8s land” in labor-management relations= Father„ the recession
and the congressional elections of 1958: combined to make labor reform
a campaign issue c The hostile reaction of some union leaders, who

. had misjudged popiflar temper, served only to whip up sentiment for



restrictive legisXationo finally, the publicity given by the press 
to acts of violence in strikes 9 and the abuses of executive power in 
unions increased public clamor for labor regulation.

Three sets of data deserve special consideration for background 
of the legislative struggle which preceded the enactment of the Labor- 
Management Reporting and Disclosure let of 19598 commonly known as 
the Landrum-Griffin billo In the first place, a revietr of.attempts 
to amend the Taft=Hartley Act of 19^7 provides valuable insight as 
to the tactics and relative influence of labor and management before 
Congress o The second set of background data involves the problem 
of labor corruption and the legislative recommendations of the • .
McClellan Committeei these set the stage for congressional action. 
Finallys, in this introductory material, an examination of the initial 
rival solutions offered by business and labor spokesmen to the problem . 
of corruption will.indicate where the political parties stood outside 
of Congress as well as the lines along which the debate Would take 
place. ; .
I. Attempts to Mend Taft^Hartlev. : ' '

From 194-7 to 1959 the regulation of labor-management relations 
remained virtually' unchanged® This is remarkable when one considers 
that statutory amendment was- an issue in the presidential campaigns 
of 1948 9 1952? and 1956; that administration and interpretation of 
the law by. the Rational Labor Relations Board and the courts was the 
subject.of constant and critical analysis by labor, management, and 
the Congress i and that the hecessity of repeal or amendment was an • r 
article of faith for the labor movement® " ' .



Slaen. toissidmt .-llnmaa scored his: surprising victory 'over
Thomas Eo Dewey in the 1948 presidential campaigng union leaders 
interpreted the eleetion as a mandate for the repeal of the Taft- 
Hartley Aet0 In an address /before the 1948 CIO Convention» President
Philip Murray told the delegates that repeal of the "viciousn Taft-

.. . ■ . '■ ' : 8, , Hartley Act was the first legislative objective of the CIOe
In his State of the Hnion message to the new Congress, the

President recommended repeal of Taft-Hartley and a return to the
Wagner Act, with amendments prohibiting jurisdictional strikes,
"unjustifiable" secondary boycotts, and the use of economic force
to decide issues of contract interpretation<> He also recommended
that the Congress provide for "settling or preventing strikes in■■'■■■■ ' . " : 9 /
vital industries which affect the public interest 0"

Both the AIL and the CIO were confident of forthcoming 
legislative change<, They urged Congress to follow a "two-package" 
approach s ah immediate repeal of the Taft=Hartley Act, then consid
eration of the amendments favored by the Administration=

Senator Taft of Ohio considered labor? s. optimism unwarranted.
He predicted that the 81st Congress would, be "semi-conservative" in
. 4 ' ■ ; / . ' ■ , 10 .
its handling of the President?s legislative program,

■ Subsequent events proved Taft8s forecast correct. Two bills.
Were introduced in the House, One, the Lesinski bill, was sponsored

8.Ibid,o January 31, 1948, p, 11,:
9 Ibid,, January 6, 1948, p, 1



by Democrats loyal to the Administration and by a few liberal 
Republicans; it followed the President’s.proposals= The others the 
Wood, bill, was backed by a coalition ©f Republicans and Southern 
Democrats? it provided only minor eoncessions on Eaft-Hartley<> Despite
President Tr-uraan8 s warning to Southern Democrats that future patronage

' ■ •- ’ " > . .. , . : Hmight depend upon their support of the Administration on this issue,
the House passed the Wood bill o Essentially the same procedure was
repeated in the Senateo The Thomas bill, backed by the Administration,
never came to a vote. Instead, a substitute sponsored by Senators
Taft, Smith of Hew Jersey, and Donnell of Missouri, which retained most
of what labor abhorred in Ta£t=Hartley, was adoptedo .

Thus a congressional session to which organized labor had looked
forward ended without accomplishment0 Faced with the alternatives of
letting Taft=Hartley remain on the.books or replacing it with the .
Senate=approved measure, which probably1 would have cleared the House,
the Administration chose the former,

Why did the movement for repeal end in defeat? Benjamin Aaron
- ■■ 12 ■ ' -cited three reasons, The majority of voters were indifferent to

change o The Sduthern Democrats, inasmuch as they were in a pivotal
position, could afford to be lukewarm to the Administration, The
Administration's majority depended upon the willingness of the Southern

11 Ibid., April 23, 1949, p. 19,
12 Benjamin Aaron, MAmen<ting the Taft=Hartley Acts A Decade, of 

Frustration," Industrial and Labor Relations Review, 11 (April, 1958)» 
338, ■ V ..



Democrats to. go alongo .Moreover0 the unions11 strategy was poor*
■ Labor leaders were uncompromising8 and their inflexible attitude 
alienated possible friends» Aaron points out that, at one time or 
another during the 19̂ 9 congressional debates, opponents offered a 
great variety of liberalizing amendments to Taft«=Hartley9 including 
such things as "eliminating union , shop authorization elections,, allow
ing states to legalize the closed shop within their borders, limiting 
liability of unions for the acts of their agents, increasing the pro
tection of job rights of economic strikes3 and expressly validating
secondary strikes and boycotts, initiated pursuant to 8hot=cargo8 pro-

■ .... '■ . 13*: ■■
visions in collective agreementSo" These proposals and others were
rejected as insufficient by labor, leaders* -

■ In 19̂ 0, organized labor sought a grass roots purge against 
key Republicans8 and particularly against Senator Taft, who had taken 
a. stand against Taft-Hartley repeal* The efforts of organized labor
on the local level were no more successful than they had been on the

... t ;  . . ^ i h  ' ■■■ . ■ ■ ■  ■ / . ■

national level= Senator Taft was' re-elected in Ohio along.with lixon
in Califomia, Dirksen in Illinois9 Capehart in Indiana9 ELXlikan in
Colorado, and Bennett in Dtahii b

From the start of the 82hd Gongress, it appeared that repeal
of .Taft-Hartley had little chance= The forces in favor of retention
had been strengthened® irthur Kroek claimed that a count of the
Senate showed 55. Senators in favor of the Act and only 41

' -13 Row York Times* W  330 ■  ̂- '
14 For an interesting study of labor8 s part in the. 1950 oon- 

gressional campaign, see Fay Calkins, The CIO and the Democratic Party 
(Chicagos University of Chicago Press,.1932)*



1 5  .opposedo . . ■ ■
In the new Congress the tactics of the "prô labor" group 

changed from insistence upon outright repeal to emphasis upon specific 
limited amendments* These amendments took the form of changes advan
tageous to specific unionso . . -

The International. Longshoremen8 s and Warehousemen11 s Unionc 
along with the Pacific Maritime Association, supported the Magnuson ; 
bill which sought to legalize hiring hall practices in'the maritime 
industry* Senator Taft countered that the Act did not outlaw the
maritime industry hiring hall, but only a hiring hall with a closed shop*

' ’ ' ' 16 Die latter, he charged, was what the maritime unions really wanted*
As usual, his views carried great weights the Senate recessed for the
summer without acting on. the bill <•>

When Congress resumed its sessions in the fall of 1951, the
building and construction industry made its bid for amendment of the
Taft-Hartley lot* A bipartisan bill sponsored by Senators Taft,
Humphrey, Gain and Nixon would have waived union shop elections and
let employers and unions make agreements before workers were hired*
The chances for the bill looked good* . In addition to its bipartisan
sponsorship, the bill had the endorsement of several representatives of
Contractors8 Associations * However, jealous union leaders sobn objected*

15 Hew York.Times* November 17, 1950s P° 9°
16 Ibid*, July 26, 1951» P® 3°
17 Ibid*, August 11* 1951 * P* 6* : . ,



the CIO said the'bill would give relief to building trades but would
do nothing for the maritime unions 0 The International Association of
Machinists .which was not a member of the AH. Building Trades Department
protested that the bills if pas sedg “would virtually eliminate IAM 

' : ' ' ' ' 18 . members from the building and construction industry^" The opposition
to the amendment from within the ranks of labor was fatalg and the bill
died in committee0 The following year the bill was revived9 only to
be killed in the House o

The election year of 1952 brought the usual rash of campaign
promises, lager for the Presidential nomination3 Senator Russell of
Georgia actually declared for outright repeal of the Taft^Hartley 
' 19Acto The Democratic platform condemned the statute in language that

the AFL and CIO pronounced almost completely in line with their own
'20 ■ ' 

recommendations.
The gepubliean position was outlined by Senator Smith of lew

Jerseys who predicted that under a Republican Administration there
would be no relaxation of the closed shop prohibition, but that the
mandatory injunction in secondary boycott eases would be discarded
along with the disfranchisement of permanently replaced economic
strikers. Smith also indicated support for the building trades amend-
ment.

18 Ibid.„ September 5# 1951» P° 23.
19 Ibid.. July 18. 1952, p. 8.
20 Ibid., July 2?, 19528 IV., p= 5.
21 Ibldo, Hovember 18. 1952. p. ?.



following the election of 19529 there seemed to be excellent 
prospects for additional amendments to faft-Hartleyo President 
Eisenhower said in his State of the Union message that the five~year 
essperienee with the Act showed a need for re-9isiono Senator faft
voiced the opinion that the outlook was good for about 15 changes

■ v■in. the Aet0 Moreover9 for the first time in year5% a labor unionist,
'Martin P<> Durking occupied the position of Secretary of Labor and 
was making the formulation of proposed faft-Hartley amendments his 
first order of businesso

The brief period of harmony within the Administration was 
ended, however9 by discordant outcries from the National Association 
of Manufacturers and the UoSo Chamber of Commerce0 The two employer 
organizations, supported, by Secretary of Commerce Weeks, made it clear
that their views-on amending Ia£t=Hartley were quite irreconcilable. , ..■■ ,; -■ ■ .. _ : : ' „ v ' ' - ' ■' 23
with those of the AfL, wh3„eh were backed by Secretarŝ  Durkin»

A preliminary draft of the Labor Department8 s amendments em
bodying many of the Taft proposals, was reportedly on the point of 
being sent to Congress; but on August 3 its contents were published 
in full by the Wall Street Journal o Conservative business leaders 
were shocked and apparently brought pressure to bear on the President 6 
Durkin resigned in disgust when he learned that the President would not 
transmit the Department8s message to Congress= The White House 
explained that Burkin's impression was an unfortunate misunderstanding,

22 lbidoa January 27, 1953, P.



9
and that the alleged presidential message had been merely a preliminary

:: 24 : • v " ' " '  - -. ; ' ' ' ■
drafts

Bitterly disappointed, organised labor re-rerted to its earlier
insistence upon more extensive amendments than those the Administration

■■ 25, had been considering a •
The year 195^ marked another critical shift in the turbulent

legislative history of the Taft-Hartley Aetc For the first time : .
since its enactment;, the forces seeking to make the statute more
restrictive made a serious effort to achieve that result, while labor
was compelled to devote itself primarily to the defeat of the proposed
amendmentso '■ h . ' ■ '

The legislative struggle started anew with the President's
message, to Congress on January I t- urging some 14 changes in the
Acte The proposed amendments were considerably less favorable to
labor than any changes an administfation had sought thus far0 The
new list was combined into a bill introduced by Senator Smith of
Hew Jersey and included measures to extend state authority to matters
involving health and safety and the requirement of a strike referendum.

When the Smith bill reached the floor of the Senate it was
criticized by both labor and management0 The CIO said it was a mere

• ; 26"sugar coating to disguise new anti-labor restrictions,n Both the

24 Ibido, August 1953, o, 12,
■25 Ibid,o September 20a 1953a p= 17°
26 ibldo, April 20, 1954, 0, 4, .



BAH and the Chamber of Commerce called, for amendments to strengthen 
the states8 rights provision of the hill and for a tightening of loop- 
holes in secondary boycott restrictionso '

As the floor debate continued, an, amendment offered ..by Senator' • 
Goldwater of Arizona, which would have greatly expanded the power of . 
the states to regulate strikes, picketing, boycotts9 and lockouts, 
gained increasing support and. finally won the endorsement of Smith 
himself o f

. Unable to modify the Smith bill® labor forces succeeded in 
recommitting it to comiitee and thereby killing it for that session of 
Congress, Haying failed once more within Congress, labor leaders re
newed. their emphasis oh political' campaigns in hopes of obtaining a 
more fayorable Congressional realignmento •

‘ From 19^7 to 1957 neither labor nor management commanded 
sufficient strength within Congress to alter the regulation of 
industrial relations in their favoro Undoubtedly, the political 
alignment in Congress was the chief inhibiting factor, The Republican 
party had a stake in Taft-Hartley; resistance to repeal was a principle 
around which all good Republicans could rally, particularly during the 
first five years following the law8 s enactment» The Democrats were 
hopelessly, splits and under the congressional seniority system, key 
Committee posts went to Southern Demdcrats, ■

Labor8s best chance for amendment came in 1949, A more moderate



■ / ' \ V  ' - / : . ' n
attitude on the part of union leaders and of the Administration 
might have resulted in a fetr modest changes „ Afterwards, every. attempt 
to md#.fy the iaw- was .wfeoked, by Democratic disunity« Moreover, with 
the. passing years, there came a gradual diminution in the sense of 
urgency about amending Taft-Hartley* '

Taft-Hartley never developed into the statutory horror predicted 
by organised labor» fhe term "Slave labor Act" had long since fallen 
into disuse 0 The country was in the midst of a general economic r 
pro^>erity and this fact greatly mitigated the fears that the law 
would substantially weaken the bargaining power of unions and adversely 
affect Mges^ h^ conditionso ' ' '

The uneasy balance which had existed between labor and manage** 
ment forces in Congress for over a decade was threatened in 1957 with 
the disclosure of corruption in some unions by the McClellan Committee 
in the/Senate0 : -- '
2o She Legislative Recommendations of the McClellan Committee«

Before examining the McClellan Committee" and the impact of 
' its revelations upon Congress, a few words about the nature of American 
Unionism are necessaryo In retrospect, there is a sense in which it 
is probably correct to say that corruption within unions was inevitable<> 
labor had grown up in the image bf business» and it has made the same 
mistakes that business made a generation or two ago* American unions 
avoided the cooperative or socialist philosophies of European labor 
and adopted what has been called "business unionism”, or what Sidney



Lens calls “a combination of labor objectives and business ethics0n
In, a sense, business unionists are themselves capitalistsQ ■ . .

They are businessmen whose business is labor« They perform a service . 
for a client just as an insurance agent does 6 They try to perform 
their service well, and they expect to use their friends and connections 
as; .nmeans of rprivate profit; to themselyes« Sometimes it Is big , :
business o. One authority claims that “measured by any test~=salarya
economic power» nolitical influence or publicity— the heads of
■ ■ : ' ;* ' ; ' / . ’ ' : . 29
important national unions are part of the power elite of the nation»“

Growing with the general prosperity following the second ‘
World War a many of the unions became wealthy* Certain labor leaders 
behaved arrogantly and consumed conspicuously. They came to be 
trustees for great sums Of money.' As treasuries increased, so did the 
temptations, and some officials-became greedy. Racketeers began to 
move in. Union members were lax about ousting corrupt officials as > 
long Us, wages, and benefits increased, v Ihe activities of corrupt", 
leaders, because of their vast economic power, affected not only the 
members of the unions but the general public as whU, ' .

28 Sidney Lens, "Labor’s Unfinished Revolution," The Virginia 
. Quarterly Review, - Xni¥,. (Spring, 1958) p, 193°

29 Joel Seidman, “Democracy and Trade Unions, Some Requirements
. for Union Democracy, “ XXIII» American Economic Review, (Way 1958). p® 37®

30 In 1959» James Hoffa. Teamster president, was in a struggle 
with a court appointed board of monitors over his right to hold the 
presidency of the union. For months Hof fa tried to hold a convention 
and the. monitors blocked it. The monitors obviously felt that 
convention would re-elect Hoffa.



% Since 19^9 several congressional investigations have disclosed 
abuses in internal union affairso In the. 81st Congress, a snbcommittee 
of the House Corimittee on Education and Labor concentrated its invest 
tigations oh violatiohs of basic dmocratie proeedures in the United 
Mine, Worker s' Uniotio : In the 83rd and 84th Congresses a subeoraiittee 
of Senate Committee On Labor and Public Welfare disclosed abuses in 
the administration of union health and welfare funds» The investiga- 
tions showed that the leaders of the Laundry Workers, the. Distillery 
Workers, and the Allied Industrial Workers had diverted health and 
welfare funds for personal aggrandisement 0 • Finally, the most thorough 

; and publicised congressional investigation into internal union affairs 
tdok place from 1957 through 1959»

Almost from the day the 85th Congress convened in January, 1957s 
■ there were two coimadttees in the Senate working on the problem of .
labor abuses s the Subcommittee on Welfare and Pension Plans of the

■ ■ .  '3i : " ;• % • ■ . :Labor Committee and the McClellan Committee, On January; 29, the
possibility of conflict of authority between these two. committees

■ . 32was ended by Senate Resolution yk creating a Select Committee 
composed of eight members "to investigate the extent to which criminal 
or other improper practices or activities have been engaged in in the

31 The first committee had been in operation since 195̂ ,
/ headed first by Irving Ives (Bo, Solo) and later by Paul Douglas' ':
.... (Do, Illo) and John Kennedy (Do, Masso)0 '1 second committee.was 
established in 1956 as the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
within the' Senate Cbmiti.ttee on Government Operationo . •

32 Its official name is the Select Committee on Improper 
Activities in the Labor or Management Fieldo .



. % : ■ ■ v. ^
field'of Xabo^=managCTent relations;!1 v .  . . . . . .  .. .  •

Die Committee had eight members, but unlike the regular stand
ing committees 8' it did hot. reflect the numerical party distribution 
in Congress o it was; evenly divided between Bepublicans and Democrats«
On balance a however s it was conservative 6 The majority was made up
of McClellan of Arkansas, Ervin of North Carolina, Goldwater of Arizonas

;vr' ■ '■ X- :■ 35Curtis of Eebrasha, Mtmdt of South Dakota, and Capehart • of Indiana0  ̂■x;;V36xx xx .\ : ; ; : x ■ .. ; : ■
Qiurch of Idaho and Kennedy of Massachusetts were the minoritya
generally favorable to labor leaders without being "in their pockets=9

The revelations of the McClellan Committee concerning the
corruption within labor organizations established graphically the
need for legislation, particularly in the fields of financial respon-'
sibility and deraocratiq procedures = During 1957 the Committee,
with a staff of over 60 men and an appropriation of $350$000 spent
most of its time investigating Dave Beck, president of the Teamsters,
the largest union in the countryc Hearings brought out that over 10
million dollars in union funds had been either stolen, embezzled, or

33 HoSot Congressional Record, 85th Cohgb, 1st Sesso 1957V 
ZC1¥, Part 8, 9553. i ''

. 34 In 1959 Senator Johnson attempted to increase the ratio of
Democrats to Republicans on the select committee, but this was success
fully resisted by Senator McClellan.
. 35. Senator Ives of Hew York was the original member of the
Committee, but he retired from, the Senate and was replaced by Senator 

• Gapeharto x x  ' x  . : . : : . ■' , /  . V  -

. 36 Senator Church replaced Senator 'McNamara of Michigan, who
had resigned in protest to the Committee8s investigation of fte •
Kohler strikeo . .



lalsused by unlsn. officials over a 15 year p^iodo Dave Beek earned 
(or at least received) a salary of $509000 a year, plus unlimited 
expenses (which were used among other things to sponsor business 
ventures), plus a pension, plus free trips overseas and free vacations 
for himself and his wife anytime he saw fit, plus a lavish home 
purchased for him by the union (along with homes for four of his 
associates)0 In addition, these officials had vast power over the 
economic welfare of the individual members of the union <>

In many eases, elections were'seldom heldo When allowed, 
they were strictly;controlled or rigged, as in the case of the Inter
national Union of Operating Wgineers in San Francisco, Many locals 
paid dues to the International Union and yet had no, democratic rights 
because of abuses of the institution of trusteeships» Also revealed 
was the collaboration of union officials with employer associations, 
such as the Greater New York Gartman^s Association, for the purpose 
of establishing what amounted to a monopolyo The Association enforced 
upon its members certain rules to restrict competition. If a business 
balked, the Association turned to Teamster officials to conduct a 
strike against the recalcitrant,

$$■ the time the committee finished with Dave Beck, liis union 
had been expelled from the AFL-GIO, Beck resigned as president and 
went back to Seattle to face'a federal indictment for income tax 
evasion. He was later convicted, heavily fined, and sentenced to a 
stiff prison term, . . .

During 195& end 1959; the committee increased its investigations. 
The Senate upped the committee’s appropriations to $790,000 in 1958
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and $750 9 000 in 1959° James B# Hoff a, wh.6 had replaced Beck as head 
of the Tearasters* became the major subject of the committee8 s attrition. 
In the course of the hearingsa variety of business transactions 
that had worked to. Hof fa's personal benefit were revealed» The 
committee also brought to light a network of contracts with knotm 
gangsters9 and witaesses testified that they were forced to pay pro
tection money to the Teamsterso In 1958 Hoffa and his executive 
board were forced to operate under the supervision of a three-man 
Board of Monitors appointed by tf=,S<, Bistrict Judge. F® Dickinson Letts<> 
The Board has been unable to remove Hof fa from the presidency thus far 0 
■ Besides the Teamsters, the committee looked into the activities

of the Carpenters, the Boilermakers, the Hew York newspaper deliverers. 
United Auto Workers and the Butchers Union 6 '

• is long as the select committee focused its attention on labor 
racketeering, there was no internal dissension, But when it looked 
into the bitter four-year strike by the UHf against the Kohler Plumb
ing Fixture Company, a partisan split ensued. The Republicans claimed 
that the initial disclosures dembnstrated the need for a full-scale 
investigation. The Democrats countered that the Republicans were 
simply using the hearings to "smear11 Walter Reuther and the Automobile 
Workers union. The hearing went back and. forth with union and manage
ment spokesmen accusing each other of having fomented violence during 
the strike o The committee8 s internal feud became so strong that 
Senator McHamara resigned in protest 0 A short time later Committee 
Counsel Robert Kennedy disavowed any connection with the probe and 
resigned his position. In the face of such dissension. Committee



Chairman McClellan brought this phase of the hearings to a close ; 
without-reaching, any conclusions,)

, ihile the committee hearings from 1957 through 1959 were 
responsible for a number of indictments and convictions9 the most 
important result of the investigations was the influence they bad in 
shaping, the labor reform legislation coming out of Congress0 The 
Committee's two interim reports were the basis' for legislationo

On March 2̂ , 19589 the Committee submitted its first interim 
reportc, Among the recommendations which concluded it were: (1)
"legislation to regulate and control pension 9 health and welfare 
fundss81 (2) "legislation to regulate and control union funds?" (3$ 
"legislation to insure union democracy?" (4) "legislation to curb the 
activities of middlemen in labor=managment disputes?r (5) "legislation

:: ■ ■. ; " ' . - . 37to clarify the 'no-man's land' in labor-raanagement relations0"
3» Initial Solutions to Corruntiono •

Bae evidence of malpractice spurred the AFL and the CIO to 
strong reactiono In response to the investigations during the 83rd 
and 84th Congresses a the AF1 discarded its traditional sufferance 
toward corrupt elements in autonomous. affiliates by expelling the 
International Longshoremen's Association in 1953° The merged federation 
at its founding. convention in 1955 established a standing committee 
on ethical practiceso In June* 1956$ this committee was empowered to

37 UoSoo Congress, Senate, Select Committee on Improper 
Activities in the Labor or Management Field. Report of Investigations. 
Report 1417$ Part 3$ 85th Congo $ 2nd SesSo, 1958$ p° 450»
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inquire intq any instances; of , alleged corruption in AFL-.CIO affiliates, 
The Committee formulated six codes of ethical practices» One of these 
codes, dealing with the issuance of local union charters, was adopted 
in August, 1956» The- other -five codes followed the first: disclosures ; 
of the McClellan Committee in 195?°

The issuance of the codes was followed by the suspension of 
six unions whose national leaders had been involved in the violation 
of the ethical practices codeso Three of these unions— -the Textile 
Workers, Allied Industrial Workers, and the Distillery Workers— -ousted 
their corrupt leaders and were restored to good standing within the 
API-CTO. Three other unions, which account for approximately a tenth 
of the total AFL-CIO. membership—-the Teamsters, Laundry Workers and 
the Bakery and Confectionery Workers—-were expelled at the second - 
convention of the AFL-CIO held in December, 1957«

Having done this, it was apparent that the AFL-CIO could not 
immediately do much more,. Unions could function and have functioned 
successfully without federation affiliation, and in the absence of a 
rank-and-file enthusiasm for a change in leadership there was little 
that the AFL-CIO could do to crack the power of organizations it had 
expelled. Because of the ineptitude of local law enforcement and-the 
limited reach of the AFL-CIO authority, it appeared that federal 
legislation against certain corrupt practices was in order. The nature 
. of the'legislation:remained to be seen.• :

I In his address to the second convention of the AFL-CIO,
Secretary of Labor Mitchell outlined the program that the Administration
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•#ot0.d seek in 19580 In viec-r of the higlily publicized disclosures
bj the McClellan Committee of corruption and eriminal activities in 
some unions, the recommendations were surprisingly mild» Hot only 
did Mitchell assure the assembled delegates that President Eisenhower 
would oppose a national "right-to-work" law, legislation to put unions 
under anti-trust laws, and ■ "any legislation designed to bust unions;" 
he also revealed that the Administration was affirmatively supporting . 
several amendments long urged by • organised laboro Biese included the > 
repeal of the non=Comnmnist affidavit requirement for union officers, 
and the provision disenfranchising permanently replaced economic ; 
strikers in representative elections, and the addition of provisions 
permitting the HLEB to certify building and construction trades unions ' . 
as bargaining representatives 3 .thus validating some prehiring agree
ments. Other proposals outlined by the Secretary related chiefly to 
new and expanded reporting and disclosure requirements for unions.

Labor leaders at the convention gave Mitchell a rather cool 
reception. It appeared that the.era of good feelings between the 
AFL-GIG’ and the McClellan Committee was coming to a close, and that 
.labor's stand on reform, legislation was beginning to solidify. After 
expelling the Teamsters, Bakery and Laundry Workers unions for corrupt 
leadership, the convention adopted a resolution reaffirming support 
for "fair*11 investigations of labor corruption but warning against 
headline-hunting and anti-union bias. The resolution said the Senate 
Select Committee had given "disproportionately small amount of attention

■ 38 Hew York Times, December 13. 1957. n. 4.
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to the study of improper practices in management011. The statement 
said Senators Goldwater, Ourtis, and #mdt of the Committee "have 
demonstrated their anti-union bias and have forfeited any claim of

> :i;'v . 39
• conducting themselves in a spirit of fairness or objectivity0"

On the other hand, the National Association of Manufacturers 
termed the recommendations announced by the Secretary- of Labor

.. ' - ■■hi''’... ii:v-■■hh'■■■;■. i ;. %"superficial and inadquate" and in, some respects "really shocking<, “
The moral that most employer associations had apparently drawn from
the McClellan hearings was that unions had. grow too strong and that
it -was time to break their powers An article ih the December, 1957
issue of Hatlon8 s Business, the Chamber of Commerce journal, forecast

/•:. V i  ; ■ i ':\v\ ;.i,v i'i. • ', ;  ̂;,,/V:.. ...a determined.effort to limit labor8 s "monopoly power=" This new 
attitude soon reflected in legislative halls as well as at the 
bargaining- table „ V:' '

On the state level in 1957 the Chamber of Commerce and the 
loAoEe took ah active part in the promotion of "right-to=work" lawsV- ./■■ V,:Vi:.V'--v f-i:''iV;; ';V̂V̂  ̂ M  :
and of. candidates pledged to fight "power hungry union bosseSo"

39 Congressional Quarterly Almanac, KCII, 1957, P= 788»
#0 Kew York Times, December 13, .1957, n<> ho ’ , :

. / . • 41 Batlon̂  s Business, IHI, (December,. 1957) p« 3.8=
. H-Z See for example Chamber of Commerce of the Dhited States, 

Background for Decision on Voluntary Union Membership, (Washington; 
National Chamber of Commerce, 1957)T or National Association of 
Manufacturers8 The Major Aspects of the Intercollegiate Debate Issues, 
Resolved; dhat the Requirement of Membership in ' a Labor Organization 
as a Condition of Thployment Should Be Illegal e (Washington;. NAM, '
. ̂ s?), ... ; ". .... . . . ,
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This campaign proved ineffective; the electorate in 1958 showed little 
sympathy for the idea that the way to make •anions better was to make 

: them weakero . '
In early 19581, at the national levels,, employers concentrated ■ 

upon an issue that was seemingly closer to the average citizen's 
heart and made a convenient target in the movement for restrictive " 
labor legislation^ This was the impact of wages upon prieeso The
campaign followed an appeal by President Eisenhower against "wage

y : ■v ' ; ̂  - ■. #  .
: increases that go beyond over-all productivity gains*" Business
economists argued that union wage policy had caused inflation and con
tributed to the instability of the economy0 Much oversimplified, the. 
argument went along the following line's s Unions have the power to 
impose their wage demands, upon employers» Faced with higher costs, 
the employer will react, and his reaction will be conditioned by the 
state of the market o If buyers resist higher prices, some unemployment " 
will occur® Since it is not likely that the same volume of unemployment 
will be offered by employers at a lower profit level, unemployment will 
spread o If there is plenty of money around and spending is free, the 
employer will react by passing additional wage costs on to consumers 
in the form of higher prices 0 The alternatives are unemployment or
inflationo To remedy this situation, industrial spokesment urged

. : ' ' ■ . ' . , #  ; 1 
^ e  application of the snti-trust laws to unibnso .

Although the proposal for the extension of the anti-trust laws

#3 Arizona Daily Star, January 28, 1958, p* 10* .
Gerald Bo Reilly, "A Legislative Program,11 Labor Law 

. Journal, 1/III3 (December, 1957), p= 887c . . : . . - . ■
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was defeated beeause the A<Ministrata.on refused to go along In its
promotion, it was effective as a means of publicizing the threat of
labor * s economic power= •

Management* s determination to make a serious fight on the
inflation issue was evident at the bargaining table in the increased
number of strikes throughout the country» Authorities agreed that these
strikes were primarily the result of tougher business bargaining

45 '■ ' .. . .• tactics g ■ while in the public eye the strikes were interpreted as 
further evidence of labor6 s monopolistic designs0

Whether or not the stress Upon union security clauses, labor's 
contribution to inflation and a toughening of bargaining techniques
were parts of ah. overall strategy is not the point» Although unionists

' ' ' ' 46 ■ " ' . , ; .complained of a "business conspiracy," this term exaggerates the
power of business groups. It seems more nearly correct to say that
after the McClellan hearings had put labor on the defensive, business
spokesmen were able to take advantage of situations as they were
presented. : . : ; . . ■ ■ -

What this all seemed to add up to in early 1958 was a program
that could not be enacted and would almost certainly result in
legislative deadlock as it had so many times in the past. The
congressional alignment made it appear that neither the supporters
of the Administration * s program, nor those who favored strengthening

45 hew York Times Magazine. July 5, 1959» p° 12, Nation*s 
Business. IXIT.lAfLv 4. 1959.) n. 23. • ■

46 Hew York Times. July 21. 1959. n. 16.



or weakening the existing restrictions on unions would be able to 
command the necessary votes» Moreover9 the approaching elections 
made the solution of such a delicate problem even less likely« The 
following chapters attempt to explain the series of significant 
related events that combined to make possible the passage of the 
Landrum-Griffin Act in 1959°



Ilo ^  ,
1 o The Kemiedy^Ives Bxllo . .

Major pmblic policy legislation does not suddenly bmrst 
forth o The ideas found in most bills have had a long and complex 
historyo As we have seeng the preparations for a new labor law began 
shortly after the passage of the !aft~Hartley Aeto Once a bill has - 
been introduced; it must run the legislative gamut, under pressure 
from all factions seeking to mold it to their liking =.

This chapter attempts to trace the congressional struggle 
which preceded the enactment of the 1959 labor reform act» Particular 
attention is paid to legislative timing, the organization of congression- . 
al group, support, the gradual crystallization of alternative solutions, 
and the reasons for the final passage of the Landram-Griffin bills

Sfiie' striking feature in the movement for labor reform was its 
explosive appearance, as a national political issue in January 1958 =
A count of labor bills pending during the second session of the 85th
Congress revealed that, as of March, 1958, 71 bills had been intro=

■ 1 , " . ;' : .l ; - ■ ' . ■
 ̂dueOdo •: , - -

Hardly any part of existing labor legislation would have re
mained untouched if all these bills had passedo The extent of changes 
proposed may best be characterized in the words of Jo A, Loftus, labor

1 Chamber of Commefee of the United States, Labor Relations 
Letter, Supplement (Washington s March 1958) = .
■ :v  ̂ . . .



correspondent for the 'Hear York Times0 "If all the proposals for
labor law reform were laid end to end, the eleven=year=old Taft=

' " " 2 . ' - . ' .Hartley Act would look like a footnote," ,
The flurry of bills introduced in the second session of the 

85th Congress is surprising in view of the limited legislative action 
during the first session of the 85th Congress, Although both the 
House Committee on Education and Labor and the Senate Committee on ' 
Labor and Public Welfare conducted hearings on employee welfare and 
pension benefit plans during 1957» the only concrete proposal sub
mitted and referred to committee was the Douglas, Kennedy* Ives,
Murrays, and Melamara bill (S, 2888), The Committee took no action.

But two days after Congress reconvened for the second session,, 
Senator Ives introduced four bills dealing with the problems of 
democratic elections* misuse of union funds* organization picketing* 
and the use of middlemen in labor-management disputes, A Week later* 
Senator Karl Mundt* another member of the Select Committee* introduced; 
five bills concerned essentially with the same problems* but providing 
more stringent penalities for non-compliance. One of the bills* for 
example* sought to deny income-tax exemptions to unions which partici
pated in political campaigns in behalf of candidates for public office.

The following week* President Elsenhower sent a special 
message to Congress outlining the Administration8s proposals for 
labor reform legislation, .These reeoramendations were implemented by 
bills introduced in the House and Senate by Representative Joe Holt
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(R»s, Calif o) and Senator Ho Alexander Smith CRo ,, IL Jo)̂  In the 
area of welfare and pension fund regulation3 the President asked for 
legislation to require registration, reportingi, and disclosure of the 
operations of all health, welfare,' and pension plans, with criminal 
penalties for false statements and misuse of funds and with the Labor 
Department given broad powers, including the .subpoena right to invest 
tigate suspected abuses or false statements,, A Commission of Labor 
Reports was to be appointed to assist- the Secretary of Labor 0 To 
insure union democracy and protect the general public, he urged 
requirements Of democratic elections every four years, the use of the 
secret ballot, the regulation of picketing, and restrictions on the 
use of middlemeno

On the same day. Senator William F, Knowlahd, Minority leader, 
brought, forth his "bill of rights for labor,f' designed to insure 
more democratic control of the union by the rank-and-file member
ship <, It provided for secret polls of union members on their leaders8 
policies; required referenda on strikes; limited the terms of union 
officers to four years5 set up provisions for ousting union officials; 
and, most controversial of all, provided for 13 »LJUBo ~ supervised ' ' 
referenda on any union matter if 15 per cent of the union membership . 
asked for ibo ^

This surge of proposals suggests a number of questionso Were 
they solely a reflection of an increasing popular reaction to the 
evidence discovered by the McClellan Committee? What influence, if 
any, did the recession have on these Republican proposed solutions?
Was labor reform becoming a partisan issue?
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Certainly the impetus to remedial legislation was given by 

the shocking situations disclosed by the McClellan Committee, which 
had been in operation for a yearo Public demand for effective 
legislation had also been spurred by a wave of popular magazine 
articles and nationwide coverage =, The mail from union members to
members of Congress since the rackets investigation began. seemed to 
indicate an incipient revolt against union leaders0 Although it would 
be easy to err over the dimensions of. the revolt0 it seems obvious 
that at this tirae man^ Republicans „ and more particularly Senator 
Knowland (who had recently declared himself a candidate for the 
Governorship of California and who was running on a right=to=work 
plank) g believed. -Qiey sensed a popular issue0 Moreover9 Senator 
Ihowland substantiated his beliefs on the basis of public opinion
polls within his own districts . 7 ' •

Ejr mid-Februsry, official Washington estimate on unemployment 
feached 5°^ million or 7=5 percent of the total labor force, which 
was the highest figure in over 16'yearso Mhile the Administra
tion may have been tempted to create new issues in the face of public 
disfavor,'there does not seem to be evidence to justify this charge. 
Whether or not the psychological factors involved in unemployment : 
caused politieians to . misread public sentiment remains an ©pen
question^ ' ; . •7 .' . .

With the. entire membership of the House and one-third of the

- 3 Hew. York Times, May 11 n 1958. p. 7, \ •
4 "Where layoffs Hurt Most," tJ.So Jews and World 

ILIf,; (Maro 21, 1958)$ p*. 112. ' '



Senate to Ise elected in November, it does appear that some Republicans 
were aiming at making "softness" on labor corruption a partisan 
political issueo This campaign had the endorsement of business groups»
Milton Go Leightner9 president of the MoAoELg urged defeat of the

• 5 : ■■ V -  :tmion dominated Congresso”
A television interview with Senator Mike Mansfield (Dos Mont0)».

democratic whip, oh March 239 seems to lend substance to the argument
that8 at leasts Republicans were taking the initiative in forcing the
issue® When asked what chances there were for remedial legislation
: \in 1958o he replieds "Oh, I would say nil® There doesm9t seem to
: Z 6' ;v' : ;v - .

. be much agitation at present®"
The undertones of political rivalry became apparent in. late

February when the entire Republican membership of the House Committee
on Education and Labor formally requested the Democratic Chairman,
Representative 'Graham Barden (D09 MoC®) to begin hearings immediately
oh the President’s proposals® This was defeated by a party~l±ne vote
in a meeting of the Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations® The
Democrats were unwilling to concede the initiative to the Republicans ®

On March 11, Senator Kennedy,' Chairman of the Subcommittee
on Labor, introduced his bill aimed at the reporting and disclosure
of the financial affairs of labor unions and regulating union trustee-

5 National Association of Manufacturers, An Address by Milton 
Go Leightner before the 30th 'MoAolh Institute on Industrial Relations, 
(Washington: 1959), po 5= . ' ■ ; v":. . v " .

' o John ?an Camp, "What Happened to the Labor Reform Bill!", 
Reporter, (October 2, 1958), Po. 25® '



ships 0 This measure was less punitive than Republican alternatives <>
Its introduction at this time may have teen motivated, in part, by 
' a desire to stem Republican leadership in the labor=reform field.
The Kennedy action was, moreover, based on practical politics. Is 
a prospective presidential candidate, Kennedy was aware that the 
Democratic party would want a moderate independent in i960 <= not a 
man who would be considered under the control of labor leaders.
Senator Kennedy could have made these proposals long before; he had 
had a group of labor specialists, headed by Professor Archibald Cox 
of the Harvard Law School, at work drafting proposals since the fall 
of 1955V The Senator would probable have preferred to withhold his 
bill until the campaign, Democratic Sponsorship of labor regulation 
could have been of strategic political significance.

Two days after the McClellan Committee made its recommendations, 
the Senate Subcommittee on Labor began general hearings, According 
to Senator Kennedy, the chairman, these hearings would be limited to 
consideration of bills aimed at curbing corruption in union manage
ment relations as Outlined in the Interim Report,

A noteworthy part of the March testimony was an exchange 
between George Meany,. President of the AFL-CIO, and Senator Kennedy,
Mr,' Meany outlined Labor8 s opposition to the bills already proposed. 
Senator Kennedy asked why the AFL-CIO had no alternative solution to 
offer, Mr, Meany replied that Kennedy started from the assumption that 
legislation was needed in all fields, an assumption which Labor did

^  7 . : a :;-, ."■■■ ■' :not share, • : r : , , - -

'■ 7 Congressional Quarterly Almanac, H V S 1958, p, 201, ';
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Following these hearings, labor leaders began to attack the 

Democratic leaders2aip9 and specifically Senator Kennedy, for what they 
were doing on labor legislation^ A1 J« 'Bayes# chairman of the iFL-OIO 

■ Ethical Practices Committees, in a New York speech struck out against .
v • . .• : sthe "self-styled friends of labor" on the Senate Backets Committee0 

Nevertheless# the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee 
proceded to report out with minor amendments the relatively non- 
controversial "disclosure act#B (So 2888.0000S0 Bepto 1446) on April - 
210 This bill would require registration and annual reports from an 
estimated 40#000 pension funds# most of which were controlled by 
employers rather than unions. It proposed to bar mbezzlement# 
kickbacks# and the keeping of false records by the administrators®

; Two days later# Senator Knowland announced that he would 
offer as amendments his "bill of rights for labor0" This was apparently 
designed as a publicity device in the Senator’s gubernatorial campaigne 
As the minority leader# Senator Knowland was undoubtedly aware that 
alterations as substantial as these are seldom achieved by the amend
ment process® Despite the fact that senator Knowland’s motive appears 
purely selfish# there was another significant result# which was 
probably not displeasing to him® By submitting his provisions as 
amendments, Senator Knowland would be able to force the Senate to ’ 
consider in open debate more comprehensiye labor-refora legislation®

On the’following day# the 'Waite House adopted the same tactics 
by persuading Senator Smith to offer the Administration’s^program as

' . ■ 8 Ngsweek# LKE#14# (April ?# 1958)# P» 24-®



a series of eleven amendmentso This move was conceivably- ah effort 
to soften the Knowland position with an eye on the Congressional 
eleetlonso Included within these eleven, were the two Taft-Hartley 
amendments which had been , so long sought by labor« One would have 
restored to "economic strikers" the right to vote in representative 
elections o She other would have permitted employers In the building 
trades to recognise a union without going through a representative 
election* ; ' ' • - V _. ' >: ■'

This turn, of events caused a general revision of attitude on 
the part of labor leaders and the Democratic leadership e The Executive 
Council of the AFL-CIO recognized the necessity of adopting a more 
conciliatory solicy toward the Democrats* To fight off Knowland's 
attempt to write general labor legislation; on the floor through the 
amendment device. Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson (Do, Tex*) drew 
together a coalition of conservative Southern Democrats under the 
leadership of Senator McClellan and a bloc of about ten liberal 
Republicans led by Senator Ives* To bargain with this group. Senator 
Johnson had first to gain some assurance from leading labor leaders ■
, that they would cooperate on "reasonable" labor legislation to come
: ' ' : : ; : ; : 9 : ..out of the labor committee within 60 days* ■

In the five=day debate which followed, Senators Knowland and 
Goldwater fought for the amendments on the grounds that the welfare 
and pension bill was not strong enough to correct the practices - 
exposed by the Ecdellan Committee 5 they ■ said that the Senate would



have no other opportunity to act on them at the current session„ Cto 
, the other hand, the chief opposition to the Smith and Knowland amend
ments was diredted to the question of Senate procedures none of the 
bUls had been considered by the full Labor and Public Welfare 
Committee and consequently none had been reported on to the Senateo 
Democrats also argued that the pro-labor amendments were aimed solely 
at cracking the anti-labor bloc»

She coalition held firm from the very first vote, and a total 
of 39 amendments were defeated,. Only Frank Lausche (B», Ohio) 
opposed his party more than he supported it, while 46 Democrats did 
not oppose their party on any vote* Thirty-seven Republicans supported
, . v . v / ■ _ : / '■ :■ , .v, ■ 10 . y •' y ::

the amendments on a majori%; of the’Votes#;. : ' ■ ■
Labor’s new course of action was evident in its active lobby

ing against the amendments. Soon after the debate was started,
Andrew J= Biemiller, former Democratic Congressman from HilwauJcee
and newly employed AFL-CIO lobbyist, took over the office of former

' - ’ - ' , ' .... ' " , 11 Senator Earl C« Clements of Kentucky to direct the campaign»
After passing the:Senate by a vote Of 88-0, on April 29» the 

measure was forwarded to the House and released to the Education and 
Labor Committee, A Subcommittee oh Welfare and Pension Plans was 
established to begin study, on the bill Q ' v

. In the meantime, the Senate Labor Subcommittee resumed hear- , .

10 Congressional Quarterly, XWL, (Augo 1, 1958), p. 994=
11 UoSa Congressional Record, 85th Congo, CV, 97» lOlll,

Mr, dements is now Director of the Senate Democratic Campaign 
Committee, y .- ' ; .: .... - \



ings9 May 5 through May 23$ on a general labor bill. Having annormced 
that it would concentrate on the Select Coiaaittee8 s reeomendation9 
the Sabcommittee consulted frequently tiiith Senator McClellan,, who 
on Spril 15» had introduced his own labor=refom bill. The McClellan 
bill would give the Secretary of Labor broad new powers to police 
union affairs and would require unions to register with the Labor 
Secretary if they wished, to retain tax exemptions„ their right to 
serve as collective bargaining units, and their right to file eom= 
plaints with the KLRB. ,It would also punish as a felon with penalties 
up to $109 000 fine and five years" imprisonment, falsification of 
rmion books and records, bribeẑ r, extortion, or collusion.

These hearings are significant because they begin to reveal 
publicly the positions of the various groups. On May 8, 11 J. Hayes 
appeared for the IFL-CiO and presented a mild program for legislation, 
which nonetheless was a significant departure from his attack of only 
a month previous. He said that he favored legislation to speed up 
HLRB procedures, give the 1ERB more money, outlaw collusion and , 
bribes, and require financial reporting by unions and employers.
Hayes said further that the 1FL-CXQ opposed legislation to regulate 
election of officers and other internal procedures. Two weeks later, 
George Meany brought forth his 11 alternative solution.11 In addition 
to the Hayes proposals, Meany included the two Taft-Hartley amend
ments ; reporting on trusteeship arrangements; making embezzlement of 
union funds a Federal crime; repeal of the non=Coromunist affidavit? 
and liberalization of secondary boycott rights. He also reaffirmed 
the traditional stand that the problem of insuring democratic union
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procedttres sboulci be left to, labor itselfc

On the opposite side of the pieture9 business spokesmen 
began to make their views. knowno On May 12', the Iraerican Farm Bureau 
Federation and the Illinois Manufacturers Association said "compulsory 
unionism" should be Outlawed and unions made Subject to anti-trust 
laws o Both group’s asked for an end "to uaaion political activities : 
and for the: use Of the injunction against organiisational and recogni
tion picketinga Harry Lo Browne of the American Retail Federation 
called for legislation to rectify "no man9 s land" situations= These 
suggestions were also endorsed by Donald J« Hardenbrook, former 
president of the lational Association of Manufacturers,, Although 
this was the first major legislative encounter of labor and manage
ment before a Gongressional committee during the debate, it seemed 
evident that labor was clinging to the vestiges of the conception of 
unions as private organizations outside the public interest o It seems 
that business groups on the other hand, saw in the movement, for 
reform an opportunity to limit severely labor's bargaining powero

• With conclusion of testimony, May 23® the babor Subcommittee in 
short order drafted the legislation later known as the Kennedy-Ives 
billo The draft was approved by the Subcommittee June 4, by a 6 to 1 
vote with Barry Goldwater the dissentero

As approved by the Subcommittee, the Kennedy-Ives bill would 
requir© reporting and disclosure of union financial data by all unions 
ijith more than 200 members and $25»000 gross annual receipts; require 
secret ballots in elections of national and local officers and limit 
their terms of union office; prohibit organizational picketing for
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purposes of extortioni partially close the "no man's land" gap by 
barring the S-BB from refusing to deal Mith entire categories of 
eases? permit strikers to vote in representative elections? permit 
HLBB certification of unions as bargaining agents in the building 
trades .without prior • election? and provide criminal penalities for 
false reporting and embezzlements 
: The full Labor and Public Welfare Committee, on June 10,
reported the new bill entitled 11 Labor-Management Reporting and Dis
closure Act of 1958" (s 397^ 3 Repto 1684) after approving the
text on June 6, by a 12 to 1 vdteo Senator Goldwater was again the 
lone dissentero

On the day befbre the bill came out, its supporters suffered 
a rude shock p Secretary of Labor Hitehell, in Geneva for an inter
national labor conference, issued a stinging rejection of the measure, 
editing it "full of loopholes" and saying that it would be almost 
impossible to administero

Mitehdll claimed So 3974 had four basic defects, He said that, 
if enacted, the bill would exempt 60 percent of the labor unions 
from the obligation to file financial reports before recognition by 
the HLBB? it would not give the Secretary of Labor adequate powers 
to hold hearings and conduct investigation? and it would perpetuate 
the "no man's'land" problemo

At a hastily-called press conference, both Senator Kennedy 
and Senator Ives expressed surprise at the attack <, Kennedy said,

12 U0S0 Congressional Records 85th Congo, CIV, 93, 9533°
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in the Department® Ho indication of any objection was indicated." 
Besides p he said that none of these criticisms had been offered in the 
drafting' sessions of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee,,
Ives observed, "It looks to me as though somebody is trying to make 
a Republican' thing out of this, when we were trying to make it bi=

13 : ; : : : . v - ■ •partisan." : :
Arthur Krock asserted that "Mitchell8 s attack from Geneva fed

Democratic suspicion that administration politicians would rather
have a labor=»reform campaign issue than a labor=reform bill."

An examination of the criticisms seems to provide at least
some grounds for the'Democratic distrust. The Hew York Times pointed
out that although Secretary Mitchell was perhaps right in claiming
that 60 percent of the unions would be exempted, this did not preclude
Senator Kennedy’s argument that the bill would cover 93 percent of 

' 15union members. Moreover, Senator Kennedy brought out in the debate 
in support of the bill that this exemption would apply only to the 
reporting provisions of the bill and that even that exemption was 
subject to withdrawal whenever the Secretary of Labor felt it to be

■' . 16 ■; : ; ' : :-Vin the public interest. - '
Secondly, the financial reporting sections of the Kennedy-

13 lew York Times. June 12, 1958, p. 1. - -
.. 14 Hew York Tunes, June 12, 1958, p. 23° ; . ■, . ;

15 Hew York Times, dune 11. 1958. n. 23.
16 U.S. Congressional Record, 85th Gong., CIY, 95, 9892

"As late as last Friday (four days earlier!, the bill was discussed



I'res bill covered the same grouiad as So 3618 introduced by Senator 
McClellan and the Administration's bill introduced by Senator Smith0 
. Die only substantial difference was in the penalties for violation o 
Under Kennedy-Ives „ both the union as an organization and the respon
sible officers would be subject to criminal penalties for failure to 
file a report or for making a false statemento, The two other measures 
would deny access to the BLEB and remove the income-tax exemption of

' ': w ; 7  'unions in violation of the statute=
FinaUyg the "no man's land" problem was not ignoredo The • 

proposed solution was simply to expand the jurisdiction of the MLRB 
by increasing funds rather than to allow state courts to assume 
jurisdietiono •

In the week of debate which followed, of 51 amendments acted 
upon, 25 were adopted, only one of which (a proposal continuing the 
non- Communist oath for union officials and extending it to employers) 
was passed over the stated opposition of the bill's sponsors<. This 
would seem to indicate both a willingness to compromise on the part 
of those favoring the Committee's bill and a weakening of their 
position of control. •. .

Among the amendments adopted were a number fitting ’ Mitchell' s 
specificationso The Secretary of Labor was given authority to issue 
subpoenas o A Commission of Labor Reports Was established within the

• 1? "Does the fehnedy-Ives Bill Provide Adequate Reform for
the Corruption in Labor Unions?" Congressional. Digestn CIV.. Sow, 
I958» Po 277o
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Department of Laboro In an effort to remedy the "no man's land'
; ' 18  ̂ ■ - ,: ■. ■ problem, the 3E.RB was required to assert jurisdiction over all
disputes arising under the lational Labor Belations Acto Bie reports 
exemption was limited to unions whose membership was less than 200 
and whose gross annual receipts were under $20,000»

The floor action was marked by two significant incidents which 
were instrumental in the subsequent passage of the bUlo On June 13, 
Senator HeC3.ellan made an appeal that the legislation should not be 
jedpardieed by amendments which would insure its defeato This 
approval coming from the Chairman of the Select Committee had impor
tant influence upon conservative senators who felt the measure didn't 
go far enough„ Senator McClellan's plea followed the defeat of two 
administration amendments0. A short time later, Senator Smith made 
an announcement that no more major amendments would be called up for 
.a voteo , . '

Analysis of the voting on the various amendments reveals 
• splits within both partieso However, the Democratic leadership was ■ 
able to prevent substantial amendment to the committee bill by keeping 
the cleavage in part ranks to a minimum while the Republicans showed 
less Cohesiono According to the Congressional Quarterly study of the 
10 key amendments, '39 Democrats and 13 Republicans voted against the 
amendments a majority of the time a Conversely, with the exception of

• 18 Inasmuch as the Secretary had in mind the strengthening
of state courts8 approach to this problem, its inclusion as one of 
his specifications should be qualified"
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Frank Lausehe (Do 8 Ohio) s 34 Republicans and. six Democrats voted in
favor of amendments a majority of the timeo Democratic support for
amendments came entirely from the South while the most consistent
Republican approval came from the Midwest0 In other words„ the
strongest "antî labor" bloc was made up of senators from Agricultural.
states 0 Nevertheless, of the 26 Southern Senators, 12 were !,pro=
labor1' on a majority of the votes „ Republican, opposition to the
amendments stemmed from industrial Hew England except for Danger of
No Do and Kuchel of California,, The Senate’s freshmen Senators all

19 - . -voted "prô laboro " ' ;
On June 17» the Senate passed and sent to the House the 

Kermedy~Ives bill, as amendedg by a vote of 88 to to The. dissenting 
vote was east by Senator George. Wo Malone (Ro, Nevo)

The bill, as approved by the. Senate, was received with 
suspicion by both Labor and Managemento Labor was dubious of almost 
all of the proposals except the Taft-Hartley amendments, while business 
groups focused their fire On the sections requiring financial reports 
from employers on their laborerelations expenditures and the extension 
of the non-Gommunist affidavit»

The /AFL-CIO, which had gone along reluctantly to keep faith 
with its own campaign against corruption, withheld full approval. In 
a letter sent to each member of the House Education and Labor Committee, 
Andrew Biemiller, AFL-CIO legislative representative, said, "The bill

19 Congressional Quarterly Almanac, HI, 1958, p. 197°
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'■ ' . 20contained -̂unworkable8 provisionso11 Some unions 9 notable the

WoMoWo and the Steelworkers a considered it an unt-iarranted intrusion
into the internal affairs of nnlons and. perhaps the opening wedge
for more deadly controls in the• fature «> They thought that the hill8 s
reporting requirements and penalties would have put an intolerable
administrative burden upon local unions 0 ■ ib be free from these9 they
were tfillinga for example9 to scrap the restoration of voting rights
to economic strikers9 the federal approach to the jurisdictional
%o-man^s land,the modestly narrowing redefinition of "supervisor"
mid the requirement of non-Gozmmnist affidavits from employers, which
were, contained' in tie VI of the billo \. -

The loAoMo mad the UoSo Chamber of Commerce began an active
campaign to scuttle the bill <, Their chief criticism was that Kennedy-
Ives combined inadequate reform >ti.th harmful- Taft-Hartley amendments 0
"It. really consists of only a few 'window dressing1 provisions designed
to promote simple honesty in the handling of union funds and the

' ' 21 election of union officials," the IfoidSo saido They called for
additional‘curbs bn union behavior, but sought freedom from any on 
themselves o They demanded sharp restrictions on picketing and boy
cott activities o Outside the construction industry, employers condemned 
the pre-hire contract for construction unions e

The demise of the Senate bill began June 23, when Speaker 
Sam Rayburn said that he would hold the bill at his desk until he

1 20 John 7am Campo Opq cito., p0 27=
21 Ibido <, Wo 2? o



saw what the House Education and Labor Committee would do with So2888, 
the pension fund bill» She justification fof this announcement appears
to have been a belief on the part of the Democratic leadership 'that

V  , : /•■■V . . ■ ■ ■ ■; ■ ■ 2 2
the Committee would smother the reform bill if given the chance»

: : %#atever the reason for this delay, observers have pointed
out that it did serve to aid the opponents of adequate labor-reform 
legislation in their efforts to prevent full consideration of such 
measures by both the Senate and the House during the 85th Congresso

However, this delay was not so crucial as it might appear*
Ihe Committee could have proceeded with hearings if it had wanted to, 
for Representative Stewart TJdall (D*, AriZo) had introduced on June 25, 
a bill, referred promptly to the Committee, whieh was identical with, 
the Kemedy-lves bill down to the last comma*

Business spokesmen gained a strategic advantage* iihen accused
of opposition:to the bill, they were able to shift the blame to the
Democratic leadership* They acknowledged privately, however, that
turning the. bill over to the .thirty«=member Committee for hearings

" :v' • ■ 24 - ' . :: .
in mid-July would be a near-death sentence*

Labor could afford to indulge in different tactics* They 
stood to gain public respect by active support of the measure*
Moreover, if they could secure passage of the bill, this might close

22 Congressional Quarterly, XYH, August 29, 1938, p* 1119°
: 23 Arthur Krock, "Latest Political Murder Mystery, 11 Hew York 

Times* July 31 * 1958, 1?*£>*1*
24- Hew York Times, July 8, 1958, n* 1*



the clopr to more restrictive legislation in years to dome *
Through July and into August, the. refPrm hill was stalemated.

The Adaras=Goldfine hearings and the crisis in Lebanon diverted atten=
tion3. while the Bouse remained lukewarm about following the Senate1s
lead. Editorial critism increased, and Democratic members of the
Souse began to feel the pressures of the approaching election campaign.

It was now evident that the Republicans had a campaign issue -
no labor legislationo The front page "lead" article in the Republican
lew York Herald Tribune. July 31, told their own story9 "Mitchell . - , V • - • ■ 25
Asserts Democrats Kill Labor Reform®" Further indication of the
Republican point of attack was a 213-page booklet issued by the
•Republican Senate Policy Committee staff to all candidates on July 16,
entitled "The Labor Bosses ~ America8s Diird Party." , \ %

Finally, Oh July 28, Speaker Rayburn referred the Senate
reform bail to the Education and Labor Committee, which sent the bill
to its Labor Management Relations Subcommittee.

On the same day, the House Committee on Education and Labor
reported its own version of the welfare and pension funds bill.
Ho 13507= As reported, the bill was substantially different from the
Senate pension funds bill. The House bill was considerable milder. ■
.It did not contain the provisions to bar felons from serving as
managers of plans? make misappropriation, embezzlement,'kickbacks, or
keeping of false records a crime; permit the Secretary of Labor to
seek injunctions of the bill; set up a.council.of 13 members to advise

25 Christian Science Monitor, August 1, 1958, p. 1.
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the Secretary of Labor o- '

On August 6g the House passed Its pension funds bill, and it 
was sent to the Senateo ffae Senate disagreed with the House version

■ ■ ’ . v  : ' • : 26of the bill but agreed to a conference to reconcile the differences«
In their August 15th report, conferees accepted the main 

provisions of the House-passed pensions billo This report was adopted . 
by the Senate oh August 16, by the House on August 1?, and was signed 
by the President On August 28 0 When President Eisenhower affixed his 
signaturê  he expressed his lack of enthusiasm and said, "If the bill 
is to be at all effectives it will require extensive amendment at the 
next session of Congresso" ■

Meanwhile, the- Senate labor reform bill remained in the Labor 
Management Relations Subeommittee,'' where no hearings were heldo Day 
by day it became increasingly apparent that it would have been impossible 
to get the bill put of committee and through the Rules Gommifteeo 
On August 14, Representative Clare Hoffman (Ro, Mieho) moved, to 
discharge the Subcommittee from further consideration and to take up 
the biH in full committee © This was rejected by a vote of 22 to ?, 
with six Republicans joining 16 Democratso The Committee then defeated, 
on a straight partisan vote of 16 Democrats to 13 Republicans, a

26 The Conference Committee was made up of six Democrats and 
four Republicans© Representing the Senate were Kennedy, McHamara, 
Morse, Ives, and Allott, while Barden, Teller, Metcalf, Gwinn,' and 
Bosch stood for the House© : /

' 2? ,lWelfare=Pension IhSelosure B311 Passed,11 
CIV, November, 1958, p, 263,



motion by Representative John Rhodes (Eoa- JriZo) to eonsider a substitute 
. measure which had 'been introduced on August 12a hy Representative 
Carroll Kearns (Ro, Pa0) b and whieh followed the Administration8s 
reeommendationso .%

Following the meeting of the Committee, several membersa in= 
eluding. Mall and George McGovern (Do, SoDo) indicated that they would 
seek to bring the measure to the House floor under the suspension- 
ofrithe-rales procedureo This was accomplished on August 18, the 
last Monday of the sessiono " ,• . ■
' - : : A bill coming up under suspension=of=the-rules cannot be
amended; it can be debated for only 40 minutes; and a two«thirds 
majority is required for passageo One of the complications,of such a 
vote is that it obscures the issue. Members can say with sincerity 
that this is not a vote on the merits of the bill, but on parliamentary 
procedure of a sort that is seldom invoked on major legislation = The .. 
Kennedy^lves bill was 48 pages long,; and under this procedure, the 
members of the House were asked to; vote on this comprehensive and 
far-reaching legislation which had hot had any consideration by the 
appropriate committee in the.House;

%  the. roll was called, the Kennedy™Ives bill not only 
failed to get two-thirds of the vote, but it failed even to get a 
simple majority, going down 198. to 190c 61 Democrats joined 13? 
Republicans in defeating the motion, while 149 Democrats and 41 
Republicans supported it» ;;; ; : , f.';

Assignment of responsibility is difficult; everyone was 
naturally inclined to put the blame, for the defeat of the bill on
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otherso fhe Bemoeratie Advisory.Council charged that "the bill went 
down to defeat under the combined blows of a Republican Secretary of 
labor, a majority of House Republicans dominated and influenced by 
the National Association of Manufacturers and the United States

' 28Chamber of Commerce with a healthy assist from a Republican President0"
Meade Alcorn, Republican National Chairman, blamed the Democrats for
"sabotage of legislation to protect American workers from racketeer-
ingo" Senator Kenne^- accased. Secretary of labor Mitchell of
11 sabotaging11 the bill while Mitchell, along with some business
spokesmen, blamed Sam Rayburn, "who received the Senate-passed bill
in mid-June but held it on his desk 6 for forty days and forty nights8

 ̂ : 30before releasing it to the House Education and labor Committee@"
George Meany, president of the API-CIO, said "the combined opposition
of the business groups and the administration was too difficult to 

3i ;overeomeo"
The Eemedy-Ives bill was a long time in dying = Its survival .

in the face of strong opposition is the most interesting aspect in
the study of this billo That opposition itself was probably one of 
the factors that kept it going as long'as it did= Aside from some 
amendments to the Taft-Hartley Act, which the AF1-CI0 wanted, organized 
labor on the whole was not in favor of new reform legislation. With

28 lew York limes, June 12, 1958, po 1o
29 New York Timesa August 24, 1958, p0 ?3o
30 John fan Camp, opo cito, p0 240
31 Ibid 0,0 o 25 ' '■ ,



the introduction of Senator Ehowland8s "bill of rights," the labor 
federation felt obliged to. support the Kehnedy-Ives bill to some 
extent9 although it was never enthusiasticQ

In examining what kept the bill alive, one certainly cannot 
ignore the time element = Although the U0 So Chamber of Commerce 
came out against the combination of reform and Taft=Hartley amendments, 
it took a long,time to define publicly its particular objections0 

The coming elections made senators willing to vote for the 
bill in order to have a record of standing against sin o They realized 
both that the general public did not understand the complexity of 
the issue and that it would probably be buried in the House of Represen
tative So For many of them, it meant a free ride,

A fourth factor in the lengthy consideration of the measure 
was conceivably the name "Kennedy,11 House Republicans were reluctant 
to endorse any measure which might contribute to the political reputa
tion of a prospective Democratic presidential nominee,
2, The Kennedy-Ervin Bill,

In 1959 the chances for some kind of anti-corruption legis
lation were substantially improved. The lines of opposition were now 
clearly drawn. The chief issue was whether or not the various types 
of exposed corruption could be eradicated and prevented in the future 
by .a limited approach, or if these reforms were inadequate and a 
broader approach of eliminating the misuses of organizational.and 
recognition picketing and closing seeondary-boycott loopholes was 
also required. The elections of 1958 had changed the political 
composition of Congress and increased the ‘’pro-labor" Democratic



majorityo Advocates of the alternative solution were reinforced by 
the influence of Select Committee Chairman MeClellano Defined goals 
gave Congress a greater degree of objectivity9 since it is impossible 
to enact a law which will please all interesto Finally, public 
opinion was aroused and demanded a solution to labor corruptiono

: Soon.after the, 86th Cohgress'convened on January 20, Senator
Kennedy introduced a reform bill (So 505)» generally knotm. as the 
Kermedy-ErvLn billo In am accompanying statement Kennedy described 
the bill as "a bipartisan measure on a nonpartisan subject = * 0 
stronger and clearer than the 1958 version > » o Unit primarily a ' 
labor-management reform bill dealing with the problems of dishonest 
racketeering [pic! not a bill on indiistrial relations, dealing with 
the problems of collective bargaining and economic power <, The two 
areas of legislation should not be confused or combinedo"

A bill (So 748) to carry out the labor reform recommendations 
of the Eisenhower Administration was introduced on January 28, by 
Senator Goldwater, the ranking Republican member of the Senate 
Committee on labor and Publie Welfare» 3he Goldwater bill was based 
on the belief that organizational picketing and secondary boycotts 
were so intert>ti.ned in practice with union racketeering that these 
union techniques could no longer be considered as purely "industrial 
relations" matterso

On February 195 Senator McClellan introduced his. own labor- 
reform bill (So 1137) and urged the Committee to give it "immediate
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eonsiderationo,r The Senator8 s bill was a stronger version of the 
Administration8s approaeho It was designed to strengthen, ■anion 
members8 rights and prohibit political expenditures from union monieso 

Senator McClellan8 s Independent position from the Democratic 
leadership reflected a congressional realignmento It had been* in 
parts his influence in 1958; that was responsible for maintaining 
Democratic cohesion against amendments to the Kennedy!ves billo 
Sie Senator now chose to ally himself with the forces pushing for 
stricter legislation=

On the House side, the Chairman of the Committee on Education 
and Labor, Representative Barden, also introduced a laborereform 
bill (HoRo 4473)o The Barden proposal, known as the 'Workers Bill 
of Eights Act of i 959. * was similar to the McClellan bill, Another 
bill (HoRo 4474) by Representative Barden Would amend the Taft-Hartley 
Act primarily with respect to organisation picketing and secondary 
boycotts o On February 20, labor-reform hearings were begun by a 
subcommittee of the House CoBanittee on Education and Labor»

Although the major bills,had many similarities, they represented 
different basic approaches to eliminating racketeering in the union 
labor movement * One approach assumed that the primary form of 
racketeering was swindling of union members, which could be prevented 
by requiring disclosure to union members of financial practices and, 
where conflicts of interest existed, of union leaders8 financial 
transactions, plus requiring more democratic election procedures. The 
other basic approach assumed that the primary form of racketeering was . 
the violent seizure and retention of strategic union power to the



detriment of union members and the public, which could be prevented 
only by additional restrictions on. the use of such union methods as 
organizational picketing and secondary boycotts»

These two basic approaches reflected differences in the 
judgment of their congressional sponsors as to whether or not it was 
advisable to enact legislation designed to correct only the abuses 
of union leaders against union members without, at the same time, 
trying to correct abuses of unions against the public, Reform pro
posals of the latter type, the so-called Taft-Hartley amendments, are 
generally considered more controversial»

Conservatives like Senators McClellan and Birksen believed 
that two factors could conceivably enhance chances of the combination 
approach of anti-corruption and Taft-Hartley provisions if the debate 
could be drawn out0 These were the revelation of new scandals by 
the McClellan Committee, which would be continuing its investigations 
throughout. 1959$ and a wave of strikes in major industries in 1959«
In mid-February, contract negotiations'were underway in the aircraft, 
steel, chemical, rubber, electrical manufacturing and many other big . 
industries^ Major.strikes could create public pressure for passage 
of some of President Eisenhower’s Taft=Hartley amendmentsc The strikes
were forthcoming, In 1959 over $0 million man-days of work were 
■' ■ " ' 34-lost from strikes, compared with fewer than 24 million for 1958=

33 "Labor Bill Outlook," Congressional Quarterly, Feb. 13, 
1959» P= 262=



- Others like Senators Goldwater and Mundt seemed prepared to 
press hard for amendments “toughening up" the original Kennedy pro
posals, not with the expectation of being able to shove through a 
strengthened anti-labor bill, but with the anticipation of generating 
enough union opposition to prevent passage, an event they could then

v . 35 ■■ .■ v ■translate as "protecting Hof fa and the hoodlums =11
Bie Kennedy group,, on the other hand, was hoping for quick 

actiono With Democratic strength increased from 49 to 64 Senators,
50 of whom were listed as "friendly" by the 1FL-CI0, Majority leader 
Johnson appeared to have sufficient strength to pass an anti-corrup
tion bill and turn back all major Taft-HartLey chafes requested by 
the Presidents Delay could result in sharper provisions because of 
the threat of a presidential veto and the prestige of Senator McClellan ?
- y - ;  , V... :: V  v : • v : . ;

In between these two primary groups were those who hoped that 
a reform bill shorn of the faft-Hartley amendments could be passed 
quickly6 Moderates such as Senator Clifford Case of New Jersey and 
maybe even Senator Sam Ervin of North Carolina, were working toward 
this endo

Throughout March, executive committee hearings were slowed 
practically to a standstill by the necessary consideration of 154 
amendments, 46 of which were adoptedo The most important changes 
were amendments to eliminate a provision which would have permitted 
unionization of some supervisory employees, a proposal by Wayne Morse 
permitting states to assume jurisdiction in "no-man* s-land eases if

35 Marquis Childs, "Washington Calling," Arizona Daily Star, February 6, 1959, p» 140 ; ,
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the state had its ora labor relations agency and the latter adhered 
to Federal labor law standards, and to give the Secretary of Labor 
power to seek: civil infractions to enforce requirements for financial 
reports by unions <>

Senator Kennedy was forced to conduct additional hearings to 
consider new bills offered by Senators McClellan, Kundt, and Curtis = 
Senator Lirksen told a "White House aide, “If we can keep this up for
another ten days, wetve won0. There wouldn,,t be a chance of the Senate
. 1 ■ ■ 36 ,' .taking up the issue until after Easter recesso" Senator Dirksen •
even objected to Senator Kennedy's appeal for unanimous consent that
the Labor and Public Welfare Committee be permitted to meet while the 

' 37 : ' -Senate was in session» Such a request is rarely refusedo Moreover,
propects were undiminished for an eventual major floor fight between 
Democratic backers of So'505. and Republican supporters of the Adminis
tration's labor bill, So ?48o :  ̂ ■ •

In the House, chances for early action on a labor bill were 
even poorer<> The parent Education and Labor Committee's special 
"Labor Management Reform Legislation SubcommitteeR indicated that it 
might continue hearings through to the fifst week" of May*

It was not until April 15s that debate proceeded on The Kennedy- 
.Ervin billo In the six-day debate. which foil ox-red. Senator Ervin, 
co-sponsor of the bill, led the fight to adopt an * amendment to drop 
all Taft-Hariley changesc " - i ’ : > ; _ - ; t ,

36 Robert So Allen, "Labor*s-Easter Bunny"0 Philadelphia lewsq 
March 12, 1959» P-> 60

37 Hew York Times, March 12, 1959? p=. 7°



The issue of whether ''faft̂ Hartley ' amendments'1' wereg or were 
not, involved has been confused by the press and by some supporters 
of the Kenhedy-=Bc,'vin bill® Since faft=Hartley, sections 9 (f) and 
(g), already required unions to file financial reports and information 
on internal union procedures, and since a H  the bills involved this 
approach, Taft-Hartley was immediately affectedo However, So 1555 
also contained six other specific Taft-Hartley amendments included 
within title VI of the bill - (e0g0 the right of economic strikers 
to vote) which have been popularly labeled "sweeteners" to labor»
The term "faft-Hartley amendments, "• however, has been limited in 
much .public discussion to picketing, secondary boycott, and the 
problem of Federalistate jurisdiction̂

The Republican leadership was "seeking the deletion of "sweet~ 
eners while leading Democrats were- attempting to avoid the inclusion 
of the more restrictive measuresb Senator Ervin urged .his amendment 
on the grounds that the two areas of legislation were too dissimilar 
in nature and that the ''sweeteners" would jeopardize the passage of 
the bill*

Senator Kennedy answered that the amendments in title VI 
' were substantively the same as the recommendations of the Administra
tion last year and that with the exception of Senator Horse8s "no= 
man8s=land" alternate solution they had been thoroughly debated last 
years In fact, the two most controversial, the economic strikers 
amendment and the amendment requiring building trades to recognize 
a union without going through a representation election, had been 
included as part of an agreement with Senator Smith, last year's



Administration spokesman, in return for striking out ungermane amend
ments to the Welfare and Pension Fund Bill*,

While it seems clear that Senators Dirksen, Hundt, and 
Goldwater were primarily interested in securing secondary boycott and 
picketing reforms, Senator Ervin indicated that he believed his 
amendment was the best means of insuring, the passage of a reform bill 
this session of Congresso He said, "If the Senate will adopt my 
amendment and thus strike out the non-germane Taft-Hartley amendments, 
as it ought to do, I will enter into a gentlemen's agreement to join
Senators in voting down every other non-germane Taft^Hartley amendment

■ 38 , : ' ' V  :;■■■■ ",to the pending bili«" . .̂
Senator McClellan made a similar proposition, but northern 

liberals feared this was not sufficient insurance against the intro
duction of stronger faft-Hartley amendments =, , -

In the meantime, labor and management groups made their 
positions clearo Ihe. iFL-GIO consistently threatened-to withdraw 
all support of the Kennedy bill if title IE was taken out. Business 
groups encouraged their allies to push for stronger amendments. 
Senators Goldwater and Mundt prepared to offer from "50 to 100 
amendments,

The Kennedy forces won by a substantial margin of 67 to 27» 
Twenty-three Republicans joined 44 Democrats in opposing the amend
ment, Sixteen Democrats and 11 Republicans supported the proposal,

/ 38UoSo Congressional Records 86th Congo, CV, 211, 5631=
39 Congressional Action, III, p0 3=
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It is interesting to note, though, that Senator Capehart was the only
Select Committee member besides Kennedy to vote against the amendment<>

.the Administration1 s strategy split the Republican ranks*
Many Republicans joined Senator Birksen in voting against the Ervin
amendment* Birksen then asked to substitute the Administration * s
stronger Taft-Hartley proposals for the pending revisions* Senator
Birksen1s move was defeated by a combination of $6 Bemoerats and 11
Republicans* Two Democrats, Frank Jo Lauscher(Ohio) and James Eastland
(Misso) combined with 22 Republicans in favor of the measure*

Two days later, April 22, as the labor bill moved toward a
showdown vote, Senator McClellan, who had been under enormous pressure
from Republicans interested in a stiffer bill, delivered a two-hour
speech calling for stringent curbs* Promptly, he followed this up
with a "bill^ofsri^its ̂ amendment, guaranteeing to the rank and file
of labor, freedom of speech and assembly, freedom from excessive
fees and assessments, freedom from many other union abuses*

On the first , vote, the McClellan amendment squeezed through
by a vote of 4? to 46* A motion was made to reconsider* A motion
to table the motion to reconsider then took precedence* The Senate
split 45 to 45, and Vice President Hixon was. given the rare opportunity
to vote to table the motion* That nailed the amendment into the bill*

An editorial in the Reporter magazine termed the measure
"the closest thing to a compulsory fair=employment=praetices bill the

■ 40
Senate had ever passed*11 The article said that if one were to read

40 "Row lot to Write a Bill," HI, (May 14, 1959), p04*



- ; : /  / . 55"negro" for "tmion manber" he would find a tough ciTll-rights bill
with the very same Part H I  injunction clause: that the Southern bloc 
had bitterly attacked in the civil rights biU of 1957°

The reason for the passage of the amendment appears to hare 
been that it sounded good to the anti=union senatohs$ and Southern 
senators were following the, lead of Senator McClellan* It contained 
the threat of involving unions in endless litigation since any member 
or would-be member who felt that his rights were being violated could 
complain to the Secretary of Labor, who could then ask for Federal 
court aetion0 : , . ; ,

In the debate on the amendment. Senator Kennedy was ironically 
defending the states rights8 position against a southern senator<, 
Kennedy said provisions of the McClellan amendment might have the 
effect of nullifying state laws protecting the rights of union, 
members, and McClellan subsequently modified his amendment to meet 
this objection,,. : ■ :

Senator John A» Carroll (D» Colo<>) and Kennedy also charged 
a provision of the McClellan amendment, permitting the Secretary of 
Labor to seek Federal court injunctions against violations, or orders 
for compliance, did hot protect the individuals involved, and was 
almost identical to a provision of the civil rights bill of 1957 
that Southerners had bitterly opposed® Said Kennedys "Speaking of 
consistency, I stood on the floor of the Senate and voted for jury 
trial in all eases of injunction with respect to voting rights 0 
. Yet the amendment of the Senator from Arkansas would deny the right 
of jury trial in all cases involving the rights of millions of



' ' , ; .■■■ 41 ■ ..Americans if the Secretary of Labor gets an injunctiono!i •
In a sense this argument was lŷ pocriticnalg for the Secretary 

■ was given identical powers with respect to certain other rights- in
. / ■ ' . '; - • ; ': . ■ 42another section of the Kennedy-Ervin bill (now Seco 210 (e)

Hie vote was near to a clear party division = Only ̂two; 
Eepmblicans, Senators Javits and hangerj, voted with Kennedy, while 
two Northern Democrats0 Senators Lausche and Doddc voted in favor 
of the amendment o Five senators were absent when the eracial vote 
was taken. Two Southern Senators 8 Eastland and Jorden, were supposed
ly away on business» Three liberal Democrats, Douglass I-loiaphrey, and 
Murray also missed the decision^ There has been speculation as to 
why these men were not present, and who was responsible for not 
alerting them of the vote. It must be kept in mind that the McClellan 
action was not anticipated and that the debate took place late in 
the afternoono Even Tice President Mixon, who was on his way home, 
had to be notified quickly by his legislative assistants^ Although 
it might seem that the Southerns, particularly Senator Eastland,. 
might have wished, to avoid taking a - position inconsistent with their 
civil rights stand, this is still hypothetical„ Senator Douglas 
had gone home for the evening; Senator Murray was in Montana; and 
Senator Humphrey was in Portland, Oregon, making a political speech.
When notified, he rushed back but was too late.

Humphrey explained that he had tried to pair with Senator

41 U.S. Congressional Record, GY, 61, 5820.
42 This section gives the Secretary of Labor the right to obtain an injunction to compel union leaders to.file financial reports.



Gapehart, There was a provision that if the vote were close, the 
Indiana Eepublieaii would be free to vote as he wishedo The clerk 
tried to persuade' Gapehart to honor the '’pair," but he declined as 
he had the right to do® Eo one could be arranged for Humphrey in 
the time available o Hence 9 it was simply announced that had he been 
present;, he would have voted against the amendment» Senators Lausche 
and Dodd were asked to pair, but they refused.

Iho was’ at fault? Did Majority leader Johnson allow the 
McClellan forces to win?. The vote did mean a set-back for two leading 
Democratic contenderss Kennedy and Humphrey* Furthermore, it gave 
Johnson a chance to emerge as a hero for labor by using his wizardry 
later to jettison the McClellan amendment 0 Johnson aides claimed 
that tills was unjusto They said that Kennedy was responsible for 
counting the votes <> The most plausible answer seems to be that labor 
lobbyists9 under the leadership of Andrew Biemillera chief AFL=CIO 
lobbyists were confident that they had sufficient votes to defeat 
the measure and were eager to put the debate and that they there- 
fore pressured Kennedy and Johnson to allow the vote to be takenc

The following day. Senator John Stennis of Mississippi told 
reporters that be and several other pro-segregationists were having

44
"serious second thoughts11 about having approved the bill of rights<> 

/Senators Johnson and Kuehel were busy persuading the . •

43 Interview with Mr0 John Eoak, Legislative issistant to 
.Senator fiumphreyo '

.44 Philip Potter 9 "Labor Bill Vote Likely to Echo in !60» 
Baltimore Sun, April 249 1959s p« 1« : ■



Southerners and Senator McClellen that they had exposed to communist . 
elicitation of unions and the denial of trial by jury, the very 
labor rank and file they sought to protect« "On the next day, April 
25, a compromise bill of rights was adopted by an overwhelming vote 
of 7? to 1th, with Southern Democrats going along solidly with northern 
liberalso The essential change was that the Attorney General was 
denied the power to intervene by injunction against the violation 
of rights guaranteed union members6 ■

The opposition to the modification claimed that,it had been
. -c- .. '■ %  ; .drafted by labor leaders and that northern negroes would swear 
"political vengeance o11 Both of these accusations seem unfounded 
in view of the substantial bi-partisan support«,

In addition, a new "no-man* s=landn section was adopted by 
a. vote of 78 to 15& The amendment was sponsored by Senators Cooper, 
Javits, and Morse» It provided that nothing shall prevent a state 
agency, other than at court, from exercising jurisdiction in all 
eases over which the ILRB had jurisdiction but which that agency 
has declined to assert jurisdictiono The states would have to apply 
the Taft-Hartley Act and the MERE doctrine when they dealt with 
those easeso

With the adoption of the amendment, the Senate passed and 
sent to the House the Kennedy-B^vin bill,. as amended, by a vote of

4-5 Mewsweek, May 11, 1959, p° 40°
46 Victor Riesel, "Labor5 s Bill of Eights Got Some Fast 

Revision," Philadelphia Inquirer, May 1, 1959, p° 60



90 to 1o Ihe dissenting vote was cast by Senator Barry Goldwater,,
■Hie blU as approved by the Senate, was received with opposi. 

tion by both labor and management. Labor concentrated its attack 
on the bill of rights section, while business groups, confident of 
new strength, claimed that the bill was too weak.

■ In a Hew York speech,' George Heany, President of the AFL- 
010 said, "Amendments adopted in haste or anger on the floor trans
formed the bill into ■ a measure which no trade union official could 
conceivably support0” However, he asserted that the AFL-CIO was 
not out to kill reform legislation, but was interested in securing 
"proper and necessary" legislation» fhis would probably be on the 
order of the Goramittee8s billo Henry Haslitt of Newsweek magazine
declared that "the Kennedy bill, as it- pasSed the Senate, was much

. : . " ■ ' 48
worse than no labor bill at alio11 Speaking before the House
Committee on March 17, Gerald B, KeiHy, counsel for the Chamber .
of Commerce said that both the Kennedy and the Administration bills
were too Weak, though the latter was preferable. He endorsed the
' . 49 . . ; •

Barden bills.
The Kennedy-Eri/in bill was, sent to the House where it was 

immediately released to the Education and Labor Special Labor- 
Hanagement-Reform Subcommittee which had been conducting hearings

4? John Van Camp, "®bn?t Support Labor Bill, AFL-CIO Says," 
Baltimore Sun, Mav 21. 1959, P® 1 =

48 Henry Hazlitt, "Grand Step Backwards," Newsweek, (Hay 18, 
1959), Po 9o  ̂ : ;
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OB alternative proposals since early March c
Leading the demand for a harsher bill than the Senate measures 

and in a strategic position to make his views felt was Graham Barden, 
Chairman of the Committee o ' Be insisted upon a substitute bill of 
his authorship, which, incidentially, was condemned by John L« Lewis 
of the CIS as "88 pages of misery»" Representative Barden was joined 
by Representative. Kearns of .Pennsylvania, the ranking Republican 
.on the House Committee, who had declared that the correctives of 
labor monopoly and its use by union leaders were inadequate and would 
be strengthened by his group in the House=
■ Ever, since Congress began legislating on labor, the House
had frequently been more critically disposed toward trade unions than 
the Senate has beeno , This is traced to the differing methods of 
election to the two chambers, the House by limited districts and 
the Senate by entire states= Representatives from rural and well- 
to-do suburban districts fall usually in the anti-labor bloc» Senators 
elected by broader constituencies and in many eases receiving their 
principle support from urban areas, tend generally to weigh considera
tions on both sides and move toward a middle course, although there 
are notable exceptions as in the case of Arizona8s agressively anti- 
labor Senator Barry Goldwatero •

Despite the Democratic landslide in 1958 and the party8 s 
increased strength on the Committee from 1? to 20 members, there 
never was the degree of respect for committee recommendations in 
the House that there was in the Senate® In 1958, for example, far 
more amendments were offered on the floor than, were considered in



commi*btee0 ■ ;
A combination of pressures seriously hindered the chances 

. for a reform bill in the second session of Congress 0 The business 
community and the Administration wanted strict bars on all secondary 
boycott and picketing for organizational or recognition purposes=
Many labor leaders still felt that any labor bill would be an intrusions 

On the Other hand, the 'newly : elected Representatives campaigned 
under the impact of the McClellan Committee*s revelations, and in 
most cases declared their intention of voting for laws to lock the 
door against tyranny and corruption̂  It the same election, however, 
union crippling "rightsto-=work11 proposals suffered severe setbacks»
The net result was that most of the newcomers arrived, in Washington 
hospitable to labor controls, but opposed to overly harsh measures<,
Along these Congressmen and others, the'feeling was expressed that 
a second failure on the part of Congress to take some action for the 
protection of the union rank and file would give rise to public 
uproar with dangerous political implications» Such considerations 
pointed to the adoption along lines of the Kennedy==Ervin billo

During. June and July, the House Committee on Education and 
Labor conducted five weeks of closed meetings for the purpose of 
reporting out a billo They had the benefit of public testimony taken 
in the 85th Congress and that taken before the Senate Labor Committee 
earlier in the yearo - Progress, however, was extremely slow. Action 
was delayed by a strange combination of forces o Employer groups 
and powerful forces within Congress wanted to use the McClellan 
disclosures as a base for a campaign to restrict the powers of unions.
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In this the conservatives were aided by potent groups within labor 
who continued to oppose any legislation^ Even a nmber of Washington 
lobbyists for the AFL-C10 were lobbying in the House against enact
ment of the Senatb bill o It looked as if the 30 member Committee 
was too ideologically divided within itself to achieve a compromise;
102 amendments were considered, to the Senate bill alone»

Qn July 23s a.sharply divided Education and Labor Committee 
voted 16 to 14 to send a bill to.the floor known as the Elliot bill 
(HoRo 8342)9 named for Representative Carl Elliot (l)<, llao)o Basically 
it was the Senate. bill, refined and changed somewhat but still largely 
the same billo Of the 10 Republicans on the Committee0 four voted 
against reporting the Committee billo When the Committee report 
was filed July 30 s (H Repto 741) all 10 Republicans said the bill was 
weak; the six who voted for it did so only to get some bill to the 
floor for amendmento The Committee8s 20 Democrats split 10 and 10; 
the opponentŝ  evidently following labot8s. strategy, said the bill 
was anti-labor» though less so than the Senate b i l l o  Only five members 
of the Committee supported the Elliot bill wholeheartedly»

Before the Elliot bill reached the floor, however „ two other 
bills were introduced* One, E,Ro 8490$ was introduced by Representative 
John Fo Shelley* (D* Gal*) a former president of the California 
Federation of Labor and an opponent of James Hoffa in the 1957 
Teamsters8 election* It embodied the provisions that organized 
labor leaders deemed desirable in the way of labor legislation*
The Shelley bill contained no relief from the secondary boycott- 
organizational picketing practices of labor unions*



The other hill introduced was the Landrma=Grif£in bill,
HoRo 8400, named after its sponsors. Representative Phil K, Landrum,
(Do Gao) and Robert Po Griffin, (R, 141 eho) o According to 'Renresen-

50 *tative Griffin, the bill was a "sissors and paste job0" It dm= 
bodied 88 of the 102 amendments1 considered in the Gommitteeo It 
most nearly resembled the Goldwater=-Administration- bill off ered in 
the Senateo As such, the bill sought to close certain of the exist
ing loopholes in the secondary boycott provisions of Taft-Hartley, 
ban all f,hot-eargon agreements and prohibit certain forms of organ
izational picketing*

The stage was thus set for the House to consider labor legis
lation in the form of three "packages," the Elliot bill, the Shelley 
bill and the Lahdrtuu-Griffin bill©

The scope and complexity of these bills make them extremely 
difficult to graspo This is particularly true with respect to the 
numerous provisions pertaining to the regulation of the internal 
affairs of unions, which comprise the bulk of the billSo

Brents moved rapidly in the week before the House started 
floor debate on the bilXsv Two aspects of the omnibus legislative
proposals, secondary boycotts and organizational picketing, came to

" ' , 51 ....the fOre as the "crux of the labor bills," as the lew York Times . 
called theaio

50 Hew York Times, Augo 9, 1959, P» 16»
51 Joseph A0 Loftus, "Crux' of Labor Bills; Pickets and Boycotts, 

Hew York Times, August 9, 1959, IV, p, 2,
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Secondary boycotts are.a development of the old-fashioned 

consumer boycott o It is called a secondary boycott because, by 
definition, it involves a secondary employer, who is attacked, by 
strike or other economic pressures, as a way Of punishing the primary. 
employer® That is, if you can get one (secondary) employer to stop 
buying materials from another (primary) employer, the primary employer 
may come to terms with you® The secondary employer sometimes, but 
not always, is an innocent victim® In a television appeal for the 
Landrum-Griffin bill. President Eisenhower offered the simple example 
of the furniture factory whose employees voted not to have a union 

\ in the plant® The union pickets the stores that sell furniture made 
by that plant® This conceivably could force both. the store and the 
factory out of business® This practice was already outlawed by the 
Taft-Hartley Act, so much so that where it occurs the National Labor 
Relations Board must seek a court injunction» The point is however, 
that a sophisticated union would not picket the store in a case like 
this® It is more reasonable to assume that union agents would go 
into the store and hint to the owner that he could avoid "labor 
trouble" by discontinuing the controversial line of furniture® This 
.practice was declared, legitimate tmder interpretations of the law®
In other words, if no inducement could be shown and the store workers 
voluntarily refused to handle the furniture, no secondary boycott 
existed® However, the.primary, employer, the furniture plant, would 
probably not be neutral in the union election and might even commit 
some form of coercion® 'While this is an unfair, labor practice, it 
often takes considerable time to prove so.unions have taken short-
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feats to gut pressure on secondary employers» It was this "loophole1' ; 
the Landrum-Griffin bill sought to outlaw 0 The Committee bill was 
limited to "hot cargo11 agreements' which, according to Representative
■ ' . "  : ■ ■■ 52Udall3 accounted for 75 per cent of the secondary boycott troubles 0 
This practice was used commonly by the teamsters« Under the terms 
of the section outlawing hot cargo contracts, truckers who held 
common earrier certificates from the Interstate Commerce Commission 
would be prohibited with agreeing with teamsters to refuse to handle 
goods the teamsters decided were "hot" because they came from, or 
were destined for, an "unfair" employero

Organization or recognition picketing refers to a situation 
in which a union insists upon recognition by means of picketing^
The Landrum=>Griffin bill was aimed at minority picketing in instances 
where employees showed no or little interest in joing the union=
The bill proposed that such picketing be banned if another union 
was recognized^ whether through an MLRB election or not? if an ELEB 
election had been held in the past year and no union had been certified 
and if the picketing had been going bn 50 days and the employees had 
not indicated a desire to Join the uniono .

The unions said examples of picketing abuses were exaggerated 
and cited instances where unions Would be hurt unfairly under the . 
proposed bills if an employer, to avoid organization by an honest 
union, voluntarily recognised a crooked union that agreed to give 
him a "sweetheart" contract, the honest union could not picket to

52 UoSo Congressional Record, 66th Pong■><, GV, 214, 14391 °
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advertise that fact? if workers rejected a crooked union in a HLRB
election, an honest union could not move in and picket to organize
the firma : : ,

On August 4, 1959V the Select Committee issued its second
interim report based on its investigations e It dealt largely with
James Eo Hof fa, president of the Teamsters = Senator McClellan,
chairman of the Committee, said that the findings of the Committee

' . ' 53"more than ever put the responsibility squarely on Congress" to
enact labor reform legislation=

Mro Hoff's reply to the Committee's report was carried on the
. front pages of many of the nation's leading daily newspapers<, In
essence, he thumbed his nose at the Committeê  He disclosed that
there were 200 Teamster local leaders from all over the country in

54 ■ . -Washington to "talk to" their Congressmeno Two days later, on 
request of the House Republican leadership, President Eisenhower 
made a television and radio address On labor reform legislation.
He accused Congress of inability to act and strongly supported the

. 55 .Landrum^Criffin bill®

53 Arizona Daily Star, August 5, 1959, n, 2=
54 Hew York Times, August 5» 1959, p. 14®
55 It is interesting to note that five years previously 

President Eisenhower was on the verge of submitting to Congress a 
nineteen=pOint proposal, embodying a number of important amendments 
to Taft=Eartley favorable to labor„ Included in the proposed changes 
was a partial removal of the ban on secondary boycotts and the 
elimination of the mandatory injunction, Benjamin Aaron, "The Taft- 
Hartley Act After Ten Tears, " Industrial,and Labor Relations Review, 
April 195% P° 334„ : ■ •



On the same night the President made his address-, Mr* George 
Meany, president of the 1FL=GI0S also made a nationwide broadcast® 
Speaking on the SBC network, he characterised the Landrma=Griffin 
bill as "a blnnderbuss that would inflict grievous harm on all unions 
He closed his address by saying, "If you want to stop corruption and 
not harm legitimate unions, we hope you will let your Congressman 
know immediately that you favor the Shelley biUo"

On the night of August 10, the day before the House began 
debate, the last nationwide appeal was made in support of one of the 
bills * House Speaker Sara Rayburn, speaking on the Mutual Broadcast
ing network•called for passage of the Elliot bill® Speaker Rayburn 
attacked the Landrum-Griffin bill, He said, "to cut the cancer of
corruption we should use a surgeon's scalpel instead of a butcher's 

57cleavero"
Ihen debate finally began August 11,. the Congressional 

sponsors of the Landrum-Griffin bill were given a healthy assist 
from the Rules Committee„ The Committee decreed that only six hours 
of debate would be allowed = Three hours were assigned to the ranking 
minority member of the Education and Labor Committee, Representative 
Kearnsc The other three hours were alloted to the chairman of the 
Committee, Representative Graham Barden* ;■ Barden gave one hour to the 
AFL-CIO supported Shelley bill arid one hour to the Landrum-Griffin 
bill, and one hour to those favoring the Committee's own bill, the

56 Congressional Digest, CY, (September, 1959, p°■213°
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Elliot bill o In other words o spokesmen for Landrum=Griffin controlled .
four hours of debate while members wishing to speak for the Elliot
and Shelley bills received about an hour apiecea

The following day the Shelley bill was brought to a vote and
defeated 235 to 125° This vote was not indicative for Democratic
ranks were split over support of the Committee billo

The crucial vote on labor reform came August 13 after two
days of debate when, the House agreed, on a 229 to 201 record breaking
roll call vote, to substitute the Landrum-Griffin bill for the
Committee bill=, The amendment was carried by .a coalition of Republicans
and Southern Democrats o Of the 95 Democratic votes for the amendment,
92 came from Southern and Border states <> All Western and Northern
Democrats were recorded against Landrum=Griffin except Breeding of
Kansas, Morris of Hew Meiieo,and Brock of Hebraskao All of the
Republicans, with 17 exceptions voted for the substitution» Republic

\ 58can opposition came primarily from industrial districtso
George Meany charged that "the Republicans agreed to kill

civil rights legislation in exchange for Southern Democratic votes 
■ 59 ' : .in favor of the Landrum-Griffin bill«" One Representative claimed

that an agreement was reached between House, minority leader Charles
Halleek of Indiana and Democratic chairman of the Labor Committee

58 United Auto Workers, Report on the babor-Management 
Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959, (Washington: UoAcWo Washings
ton Offiee77”p0 3° ■

59 "Text of an Address by President George Meany to the AFL- 
CIO Legislative Conference at the Willard Hotel,” Hews from the ARL°
CIO, January I960, p0 4=,



■ Graham Barden while on a fishing trip in Horth Carolina in late
■ 60 '

June0 The fact that 15 votes could have changed the decision in 
the Bouse indicates 6 at leasta that such an understanding would 
have been desirable0. .

- On August' 1̂1-, the Landrum-Griff jn bill was finally passed 
by a vote of 313 to 125=. Under a special House rule the bill was; 
substituted by the House fon the Senate-passed bill, S, 1555s and 
thus sent to conferenceo ■

ihe Senate .Bempcratie confereesp Kennedy, Horse, MeHamara. 
and Randolph, were faced with the difficult job of attempting to 
reconcile the Senate version, which did not include the President8 s 
Taft=Hartley requests, with the House version, which did include 
themo ’ Strategically, the Senate conferees were in an unfavorable 
bargaining positiono The majority of the House conferees, led by 
Congressman Graham Barden, favored the strongest measure they could 
secure o Time was against Senator Kennedy8 s group 0 It was commonly 
acknowledged that a deadlock might result in the adoption of hte 
Landrum~Griffin bill without modification, for it was unlikely 
Congress would have adjourned without passing a labor billo Finally, 
the task of the Senate Democrats was made more difficult by a blunder 
committed by labor spokesman James Carey, who had written a crude 
letter threatening political reprisals to those congressmen who 
had voted.for the Landrum=Griffin b i l l o  ■ ,

60 Interview with Representative John Rhodes of Arizona<,
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The bill was in conference 12 days, and Senate conferees 

worked against a background of the August 1? promise of Senator 
Kennedy to return to the Senate for instructions if the conferees 
could not achieve a compromiseo

Kennedy, August 28, introduced a resolution asking the 
Senate to instruct its conferees to insist upon a Taft-Hartley 
compromise proposed by himo Minority Leader Dirksen the same day 
introduced another resolution asking for instructions to accept the 
House versiono Ho vote was necessary, however, because the conferees 
finally agreed late September 2.

The final bill was largely the House bill, but the Senate 
conferees and Representatives Frank Thompson (Do HoJ«) and Carl 
Perkins (Do Kyo) succeeded in getting the conferees to soften their 
Taft=Hartley provisions by including several exemptions for unions o 
These included the "no-man's land" provision, garment and construction 
industry, hot cargo contracts.and organizational and recognition 
picketingo ' ' /

A compromise version of the House and Senate bills was 
cleared September 4 for President Eisenhower8 s signature when the 
House agreed to the report of the Senate-House Conference Committee 
by a 352 to 52 roll call vote0 The Senate had accepted the Conference 
Report 95 to 2 on September 3o



Hie PBBSSmm GBOHPSs STRATEGIES A #  TACTICS 
The importance of the two-year struggle between labor and 

management groups which circumscribed the formal legislative action 
on labor reform rests in the fact that it spotlights the peculiar 
part played by interest groups in the formation of public policy<> 
Particular plans for the solution of problems may issue full^bloim 
from the minds of public officials or college professors, but under 
the American system of government there is no chance of enacting 
legislation in a specific field without the active participation 
and leadership of the major groups involved^ Hence, what may be ' 
called public policy is, as Earl Latham suggests, “a momentary 
equilibrium in the group struggleo'

Unfortunately, in the process of accomodating conflicts of 
group interest, it is sometimes impossible for the participants to 
limit consideration to the specific problems revealed by congress
ional investigation because of the nature of their relationship. 
Employers and employees are concerned primarily with collective 
bargaining® Labor1 s interest in internal problems was .secondary? 
Management professed concern over the necessity for labor reform 
but here, too, the issue was subordinate to the aim of gaining a 
bargaining advantage. Compromise dealing with the basic legislative 
recommendations of the McClellan Coramittee were, therefore, hampered 
from the beginning, for the groups refused to restrict their legis- 

- .. . . , ■■; - :: ' ■ 71 ■■
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lative efforts0 The committee's reeommendation were the correction 
of financial responsibility and the increase of democratic procedures 
within unions o ■ ': - : '

The Kennedy subcommittee of the Senate Labor and Public 
Welfare ‘ Goimaittee9 which had. been designated to draw up legislation 
dealing witii the areas revealed by % e  Select Comaitteeg followed 
four principles in drafting the Kennedy-=Ives bill of 1958°

(1) Strong independent unions are essential0 _
Abuses tainted only a minority^

(2) The McClellan hearings had illustrated a
need for,legislation, and it was the duty of the •
federal government to take such measures because 
labor unions had their power by virtue of federal 
statuteso. : V ' - ■ ■ '' ' '

(3) Self-determination is preferables and regu
lation should be, held to a minimumo
- (4) Legislation requiring internal union reforms
should be kept separate from Taft-Hartley amendments o 
If the two were confused, the.need for internal reform 
could all too easily be converted, into an occasion for 
enacting amendments designed to hamper further unionisa
tion and weaken bargaining power of existing unions vis- 
a-vis employers=2 .
. Although the soundness of the fourth proposition seemed 

beyond dispute to the supporters of Senator Kennedy, it Immediately 
ran into the harsh realities of Washington politieso Business

to The other legislative recommendations weres (4) "legis
lation to curb activities of middlemen in labor-management disputes"; 
(5) "legislation to clarify the Vno-man’s land8 in labor-manage- 
ment.relations<," UoSo, Congress, Senate, Select Committee on Im
proper Activities in the Labor or Management Field, Report of In
vestigations 3 Report 1417, Part 3» 35th Congo, 2nd Sesso, 1958$
p o  5̂0 a - v \ ;/. 'i '. ■

2o UoSoP Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor, Labor-Manage- 
ment Reporting and Jbselosure Act of 1959, Report 1684, 85th Congo, 
2nd SesSo, 1938, po .W^o -  ̂ ' - - ; : ' ■ ^
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groups showed little genuine interest in reform. Spokesmen for such 
groups as the Uo S. Chamber of Gommerce and the I0A0M0 dramatized 
the abuses revealed at the McClellan hearings in an effort to swell 
public disfavor in order to obtain support for laws which would 
strengthen the bargaining power of management in relation to labor 
unionso Large segments of organized labor opposed any legislation= 
Other voices in the labor movement supported a reform bill partly 
because they feared that more repressive legislation would otherwise 
be enacted and partly because they believed that reform was both in 
the public interest and for the long run welfare of organized labor.
1o Pressure Groups Before Congress.

Throughout 195?, business and labor groups jockeyed for 
positions to influence both the course of the Select Committee's 
hearings and the eventual legislative recommendations. The interest- 
ing aspect of this development was the gradual crystallization of 
respective strategies. A review of the Rational Chamber of Commerce 
Congressional Action Reports during the first sir months of 1957 
illustrates the fact that the full implications of labor reform were 
not yet realized. There were references to racketeering in unions 
and illusions by independent Writers to the need for legislation 
to close "loopholes'* in secondary boycottss, but the two issues were 
treated, separately. Primary consideration was given to the budget . 
and federal pre-emption of state authority. Labor journals main
tained that the disclosures were over-dramatized and urged further 
investigation of acts of collusion. Editorials were comparatively 
moderate. Labor leaders were aware of public relations and approach-
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ing iJadastry-wide negotiations o
The temper of the debate changed significantly in late June 

when the Chamber of Commerce of the United States came out for a 
national 8righi~io=.workf law under a disguised name and for applica
tion of the. anti8 trust laws to unions= . Support of these regulations
was announced on June 19th by William Bo, Barton, ■ general counsel of

. . ' 3 .wthe UoSo Chamber of Commerce0 The following week Senator McClellan
introduced a 8 right-to-work8 amendment to the Administration1 s cirjl
. ' ■ - ' ^ ■ ■ ■ ' ' / ■ ’ : - ' ' ' ' - rights billJ. ; : :

Joseph Loftus was quick to point out that this maneuver would
have a resounding effect within, the labor movement, for those union
.officers and members who had been supporting the McClellan Committee ■
and legislation would be put into the position of beihg called allies

. ' . 5 ;of the Chambero
It is true that a minority in the business community had

long advocated more restrictive legislation, but there had been no
concerted action0 low anyone who looked closely at the situation
could see the two sides being drawn into more vigorous opposition0

3o Tucson Cjtizen, June 20. 19S7« po 5=
Congressional Action, III, May 7s> 1957o P° 3° These two 

events are not necessarily linked,. but their pro%mity suggests co- 
operationo : ' . .

'5® . "The. Emerging Environment of Industrial Relations11, 
Proceedings. of a Conference for Industrial Relations Executives, 
Micid.gan State TJniversity, June 20=22, 1957» Pc, 13 =



Labor's reaction was as anticipated*•. On the one hand, articles 
and speeches by leading independent labor officials became more and 
more vitunerative0 Die leadership of the AFL=0I0 shifted back and
■v-; v h -.. :,:. h - ::. -forth from support of the ihvestigations of its own Sthical Practices 
Goamission to defending, itself against charges of corruption througĥ , 
out organised labor c The extent to which labor was willing to adjust
to a hostile environment appears to have been a willingness to ezpel
the Teamsters and Bakery and Laundry Workers' unions from membership 
in the AFL=CI0 on October 25thc Although this assumption is merely 
an inference, its justification is based on the absence of organized 
support for any legislation^ In the eyes of labor, they were making 
a. great sacrifice inasmuch as the Teamsters, with 10h million members, 
were the largest single member of the federation» On the other hand, 
this gesture apparently was not sufficient to placate an increasingly 
indignant publico'

The Senate subcommittee hearings on the relatively non- 
controversial "disclosure actn in March 1958, provided a "safety 
valve" for the release of labor pressure» The striking feature of 
these hearings was that they illustrated the uncompromising position 
Of the AEL-GIO® George Meany, appearing as a witness on March 27, 
used up two hours to read a statement that took a generally dim view 
Of most of the labor-law proposals» He claimed that given, time, 
labor could clean its own house and added that there would always 
be cries, for punitive legislation which were not, and never would 
be justified* ' . i ' . .

With the. introduction and narrow defeat of the Knowland
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"bill of rights" as an amendment to the "disclosure act" on April 239 
labor was forced to modify its position against all legislation»
In May 1958$ George Meany appeared, before the Senate Labor Subcommittees 
and under "labor 's l 6=point program," he listed the legislative 
proposals which met with the approval of the AFL-CIOo This legis
lation included the publication of detailed financial reporting by 
unions, regulation of union trusteeships, and election of union 
officerso However, Mr, Meany8 s endorsement was contingent upon the 
acceptance of the liberalization of secondary boycott rights and the 
repeal of the non=«Communist affidavito All other legislative issues 
pending in the 85th Congress, especially the coverages of unions by 
anti-trust laws, and the enactment of a. national 'right-to-work®
law, were emphatically rejected by Mr<> Meany who considered these 

_ : ■ ' ' < . ■ . : 6 
proposals as "playing into the hands of forces of corruption*"

Albert J, Hayes, the head of the AFL-CIO Ethical Practices
Committee denounced proposals for Federal legislation to regulate

- . ' 7and control internal operations of unions, i0e08 union elections»
On the opposite side of the picture, business spokesmen 

began to make their views known0 On May 12, the American Farm Bureau 
Federation and the Illinois Manufacturers' Association said "compul
sory unionism" should be outlawed and unions made subjects to anti
trust laws <> Both groups asked for an end to union political activities

6 AFL-CIO Mews, May 2% I95&, p. 1, 80
7'Hew York Times, May 25, 190, 6, ' ' .
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and for the use of the injunction against organizational and recogni=.
tion picketingo Ihese suggestions were also endorsed by Donald J0

. ■ - ' ■ . . • ' ■■■■ ■ . ■■ 8 Hardenbrook9 chairman of the H M 8s industrial relations committeeo
The divergence between these two programs indicated how far 

apart the major groups stood at the gateway of the legislative process. 
While groups normally seek more than they can hope to realize, in 
this case the differences were so extreme that compromise appeared 
almost impossibleo nevertheless,’ this inference can be overemphasized® 
in opinion survey of labor experts from both management and labor 
conducted in May of 1958 indicated that the experts exhibited a 
certain degree of independence from the points of view expressed by 
their representative organizations =, First, in contrast with the 
testimony of Mr® Meany, 55 per. cent of the union group in this sample, 
approved an amendment to the national Labor Relations Act, which would 
prescribe certain procedures for union elections. Similarly, the 
majority of the management group of the sample disapproved of Federal 
legislation to abolish "compulsory unionism'1.

Against a background of bitterly contradictory assertions, 
the movement for legislation began in disagreement. let 1958 can be 
characterized as a period of gradual adjustment in which business and • 
labor groups were forced to alter their demands to effect as beneficial

8 Chicago Daily Tribune, May 17, 1958, I, p. 14.
9 Julius Rezler, Gerald Caraher, "Labor Experts on Pending 

Labor Legislations An Opinion Survey, "Research Bulletin, Institute 
of Social and Industrial Relations," Loyola University, June, 1958.
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a settlement as possible^ When labor"showed a willingness to help 
draft a bill for the internal regulation of union affairs* the Senate 
immediately enacted a reform bill* In spite of labor8 s endorsement 
of the principles involved, the leaders did not follow through with 
wholehearted support*

It looked as if the business interests had lost the first 
round in the legislative fight when they failed through their 
representatives to tack restrictive amendments to the Senate "dis
closure" act and the Kennedy-!ves bill* Some newspapers like the 
. v ; ■ . 10 : ~ - -
Christian Science Monitor inferred that management spokesmen might
be losing some public support* The necessary consideration of amend
ments favorable to business created the impression that some members 
of Congress were deliberately stalling the enactment of legislation* 
Other observers emphasized the opinion that the passage of the
Kennedy measure in the Senate indicated that business groups were 
• -■ ■ 11 ; ■ slow to rally their forces*

These two positions are not contradictory and may only reflect 
different editorial biases* Certainly the former conclusion is 
modified by the fact that the administration adopted the same strategy 
in the Senate debate* Moreover, the source of business influence in

10 This opinion is based on a review of editorials appear
ing in the Christian Science Monitor during the month of June, 1958*

11 * Sar Mo Levitan, "Union Lobbyists1 Contributions to 
Tough Labor Legislation"»• Labor Law.. Journal, H, (October, 1959)» 
p* 676* ' ' . . 0 . v ,
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Congress has traditionally been in the House„ and therefore support 
for final passage in the Senate did xaaeh to quell suspicions0

Upon the release of the Kennedy=Ives bill to the House, the 
H<,A:9Mo and the UoS<, Chamber of Commerce began an active campaign to 
scuttle the billo Their chief criticism was that the bill combined 
inadequate reform with harmful Taft=Hartley amendments o "It really 
Consists of only a fecT "window dressing' provisions designed to 
promote simple honesty in the handling of union funds and the selection

; 13
of union officials,11. the HoAoMo said* They called for additional 
curbs on union behavior, but sought freedom from any on themselves»
: They demanded sharp restrictions on picketing and boycott activities* 
Outside the construction industry, employers condemned the pre-hire 
contract for construction unions *

Business spokesmen gained a decisive advantage* when accused 
of opposition to the bill, they were, able to shift the blame to the 
Democratic leadership which withheld the labor bill from committee 
until July 280" They acknowledged privately, however, that turning
the bill over to the thirty-member Committee for hearings in mid-

-July would be a near-death sentence * lot only did business leaders

■ 12 Wilfred Binkley, a political historian, points out that
business and rural interests have been allied for some time* The 
underrepresentation of urban Votes and the practice of seniority have 
given the alliance an immense advantage in the lower house* "President 

V and Congress", Journal of Polities, H, (February* 1949), p* 63,
13 John Van Camp, Op*cit*, p* 27

. " 1& Hew York Times, July 8* 1958, n* 1*
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reap defensive value, but they translated the failure to act into ' 
added time that the public was unprotected from labor gangsterism*
The public statements of, James Hof fa actually provided the basis for 
business public relations*

These opportunities provided a formula for success * Business 
lobbyists could follow a dual policy inside and outside Congress=
They had bipartisan access to the House Committee and general public 
support as the initiators of protective legislation* Finally, the 
administration had found it politically expedient to join in the 
condemnation of the Kennedy bill *

The outcome of House consideration was another in a series of 
stalemates which had characterized labor-management relations since 
19^7° The combination of labor's disunity and management's shrouded 
opposition were sufficient to defeat the Kennedy-1ves bill when it 
came up for a vote on August 180 Senator Ives charged that the bill 
was killed by an "unholy alliance" of the EoAoHo, Chamber of Commerce, ; 
American. Retail Federation, the UJLW* and the International Brother- 
hood of Teamsters* : ■ ■ . .: ; .

Wien Congress convened in January 1959s the legislative struggle 
began .anew although this time congressional action was preceded by a 
phenomimal "grass roots" organizational daapaign conducted primarily 
1̂7 the advocates of more restrictive legislation» This was coupled 
with determined public pressure for legislation<,

- The issue of reform now resolved itself into a choice between

15 John Fan Camp, Op* cit*0 p* 2k



two alternativeso The press defined these as legislation designed 
to correct-only the abuses of union leaders against union members 9 
known as the Kennedy-Ervin bills and legislation covering both these
abuses and abuses against the public known as the administration1 s

16 ' . ' ■ . ' 
bill, . ■ ,;0 v‘ -- . ' ■ : ' : .

In the course of the Senate debate, the proponents of "soft" 
legislation lost one strategic battle after anothere They were forced 
to consider 1^4 amendments, 52 of which were accepted,, When the bill 
reached the floor $ they had first to contend with efforts to with
draw Title 71, commonly referred to as "labor sweetners 011 Although 
' the'Kennedy forces defeated this effort, they were unable to muster 
' sufficient strength to keep put the McClellan "bill of rights". In 
the closing week of debate they lost on several minor amendments„

The- bill, as approved by the Senate, was received with 
opposition by both labor and management0 Labor centered its fire on 
the bill~of-rights section, while business groups claimed that the 
biH was too weak, . ,

Baring the month of July, the House Committee on Education 
and Labor conducted a series of closed meetings for the purpose of 
reporting out a billo , Theoretically, labor had an advantage. The 
Democratic majority had been increased by one over the previous 
year, and indications were that the legislation would receive 
partisan consideration because of the approaching presidential election

16 "Bill Analysis", American Enterprises Institute, 
(mimeographed pamphlets no datefl~~™ ; , '



On July 23, the Gomlttee faimrably reported a bill toy a 
slim majority which dame to be known as the Elliot bill named after 
its chief sponsor Carl Elliot of Alabama0. Some authorities considered 
it "more favorable to labor, than had been the Senate bill,

Before the Elliot bill reached the floor, two other bills 
were introdncedo One was introduced by Representative John. Shelley 
of California, a former president of the California Federation of 
Labor, It embodied the provisions that organized labor leaders 
deemed desirable in the way of labor legislation. The other bill' 
was the Lanclrum=Griffin bill which had the support of a coalition of ■' 
Southern Democrats, Republicans and President Eisenhower, It was 
substantially similar in legislative content to the Goldwater-Adminis- 
tration bill offered in the Senatê  The House Democratic leadership 
put its full support behind the moderate committee bill, but the 
AFL-CIO8 s objection to this bill divided the pro=labor forces within 
the House to such an extent that it was decided to introduce the 
Shelley bill in an attempt to regain unity. In the three weeks that 
followed, lobbying reached an unprecedented height.in the annals 
of Congress,- ; Representative Roman Pucinski of Illinois claimed he ■ 
received wires in support of LandrumiGriffin on Monday A,H,, July 2?, 
fully three hours before the bill was even introduced and more than 
a day before the bill was printed and its contents known to members

■ t 18 ;. ■ .  ' . - .
- of Congress, ' . ■ ;

17 Monthly Labor Review, On, Cit,, p, 678
18 The Machinists August 27, 19597 o, 3,



Hor was lobbying confined to Congress« The business influence 
was evident in the President8s decision to appeal to the nation by 
radio and television and in the content of his appealc The adminis
tration took an active part in the promotion of the Landrum-G-riffin 
b i l l o  In factg so obvious was the administration8̂  lobby that 
Representative John Dingell of Michigan took the floor to make the 
remark, "Mr0 Summerfield is now downstairs pressuring Republican
memberso 1 would suggest that any Republican who wants to see Mr,

'.'i " - 19
Summerfield about patronage affairs go down there now."

In the waning weeks of debate much criticism was directed
against the indiscreet activities of union lobbyists. On one occasion
it was revealed that the sponsor of a pro-labor amendment had not even

. ' 20
read his proposed alteration before submitting it. Reports of 
threatened retribution for support of Landrm-Griffih were announced 
by a number of Congressmen. Following the passage of the Landrum- 
Griffin bill and just before the conferees were about to start their 
work, James Carey, President of the International Electrical Workers 
Union, wrote a letter to members of Congress in which he told Congress
men who Voted for the bill? "We will do all in our power to prove to 
the workingmen and women in your district that you have cast your lot
against them and that they should take, appropriate.action at the ballot
• ' 21 -v . .. ■ ■V .y: y. ' ; '
box." "Carey8s threat" made front-page headlines on many newspapers.

19 U.S. Congressional Record, 85th Gong., GY, 153, 9535°
20 Joseph Loftus, "Labor Bill Lobbying Reaches Mew Heights," . 

Mew York Times, IF, iumst .16, 2959. p.. 8& ■ . • _ , .
21 The Mew Renublic, irCC, (April 18k I960, p. 12.
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In view of labor's disadvantageous position following the 
passage of . the Landrran-Gr-iffin bill., there appeared little possibility 
of modifying the bill in conference epmmittee0 This shocking experience 
made them willing to express a co-operative attitude toward the 
liberal Senate confereess Senators Kennedy, Morse, MeHamara9 and 
Randolpho Given a free rein Senator Kennedy and his Democratic 
eolleagu.es succeeded in obtaining some important concessions»
2o Pressure Groups Outside Congress<>

Any attempt to analyze the movement for labor reform legis
lation must take into consideration the strategy and activities of 
the business and labor groups outside their congressional maneuvers«
How were business groups trying to achieve "their goals, and how did 
labor respond to this challenge?

': Ihe demand for a reform bill appeared to be part of a general
campaign which had been taking shape for several years and included
the movement for the adoption of anti-union security provisions in
state constitutions0 By 1958, eighteen states had accepted "right-
to-work" amendments and laws, and the issue was placed on the ballot

' 22 ' ' • 
in six states in that year» This drive was motivated in large part
by the success of the AFL and CIO in getting an increasing number of
their endorsed congressional candidates elected in 195^ and 1956®
The country was facing a recession and another congressional election®
The strategy was explained on several occasions. Speaking before the
44th annual convention of the Ohamber of Commerce of the United States,

22 These included Ohio, California, Colorado, Kansas,Washington, and Idahoo • - _ ■ -



Hr# Herschel C«, Atkinson, the executive vice-president of the Ohio 
Chamber, claimed that a wedge could be driven between members and 
leaders of unions, and between various groups of unions# He asserted
further that farmers and other "conservative" groups could be mobil-
;X ;7 ; ■„ v,-,; ' V  . .. ■ : 23
ized to work in opposition to the political aims of unions#

To implement their aims for restrictive, legislation in 1958$ 
business lobbjists hoped to delay action and capitalize on.the 
approaching major strikes# They deliberately stalled for time to 
build a public campaign against union abuses# Their lack of co
ordination prevented any success as far as.the Senate was concerned, 
but they did have sufficient influence with House Labor Committee 
Chairman Graham Barden to help kill the Kennedy-Ives bill in the House#

Prior to 1959 the private activities of business pressure 
groups received little publicity# They were undercover for several 
reasons# Among them might be listed,the coming elections, the lack 
of a clearly defined attitude, the absence of nationally directed 
cohesive programs and the failure of the press itself to appreciate 
the newsworthiness of the issues#

In 1959 the legislative program of business groups began in 
earnest# More than fiVe-huhdred business leaders representing 
twenty-one National Chamber of Commerce Committees met in Washington 
on January 28-29 in a Legislative Conference to review the labor 
reform issue# At its meeting on January 31, the Board of Directors 
approved the following recommendations "Congress should enact labor

23 U#S# lews and World Report# ZLIII, (May 11, 1956), p# 117#
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reform legislation that will effectively eliminate racketeering and 
corruption in trade unions and insure true democracy in their opera
tion 0 Such, legislation should not include controversial Taft-Hartley 
revisions unrelated to racketeering and corruption; but should include

. revisions that will close all secondary boycott loopholes and ban
24

coercive picketlng=pr±me causes of union corruptionc,"
lliis recommendation was followed by a special action bulletin 

to all Qhamber offices throu^aout the country urging them to. establish* 
if they had not already* a local Congressional Action Committee to

. : ' ' ■ ' 25. pressure their Congressmen along the line of the national programo
The HoAoMo held a series of regional meetings around.the country

■ in January and February^ The specific legislative goal of the drive 
■ ■ ■ : 26, was a 11 six-point program" to cure labor abuses o In addition* the

. H0Aollo Mews gave notice to its "Industrial Press Service" which :
furnished feature stories and editorial comment on labor corruption
: v,;- : ■■ 27 .oh request to 3*000 editors across the countryc

In April* the loAoMo launched, a "bill-of-rights" campaign*
In a letter to all employer members* the President outlined the
goals0 "This is the kind of .legislation working people themselves*
union and non-union* would want - IF they were made aware of the

24 Congressional Action* III* February 4* 1959* p* 1 <,
25 "Special Congressional Action Report*" National Chamber of 

Commerce* Feb3hia3”y 7» :;1959=.  ̂ v;: : " ' • 1
26 "Employee Groups Still Aim to Weaken Unions* Not to 

8Reform' Them" (editorial) Labor* January .16* 1959s P= 6o
27 NoAoMo News* IV*'March 4* 1959* n. 3.
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protection these bills outline „ Only you can provide an effective
channel of communications with your own employees, and it is our

. ' ; ■ • ■ ■ 28 
earnest hope that you will make sure they are properly informed,"
Do these statements not tend, to further the intention of dividing
labor within itself? According to David Truman9 this is one of the
most effective techniques in the "propaganda process11 „ If the issue
can be presented as members versus leaders rather than unions versus
management,, consternation is bound to result within the ranks of
organized labor, .

The program included the promotion of ads.to be run in local 
newspapers supposedly sponsored by "Citizens for Fair Labor, legis
lation1' , These ads contained a checklist of twenty questionss and 
readers were urged to clip the ads and forward them to their Congress
men and Senators, Any firm which applied could receive "education 
kits" for their own local programs. The kits included placards to 
be displayed around the employer fs business. The posters asked such 
questions as "Do you want your rights protected?" and "How much free=. 
dom do you have within your union?" Certainly the effectiveness of 
this campaign can be overemphasized since the ordinary man in the 
shop is skeptical of management' s propaganda, . The attitude Of labor 
leaders themselves, though, did seem unduly defensive, and may have 
had an effect,

A fundamental consideration in any legislative history is the 
part played by the mass means of communications. The press, in

28 The Machinist  ̂May 7» 1959s p» 3°



particular, is powerfulo Its statements are in black and white,
: available for rereading and mulling over0 The success of business
groups in influencing news coverage constituted the greatest single
factor in its campaign for legislation^ -

If this mass means of communications can be used as a barometer
to register group activity, an examination of many leading newspapers
and magazines from July, 1957s to January, 1958$ reveals a mounting
concern with labor reform<, Business Week, Saturday Evening Post,
and TJoSo Hews and World Report devoted feature articles to labor 

V ; 29 : ' -
violence and corruption« In this surge.of publicity, writers
capitalized, upon the approaching wage demands of major unions in
the face.of a recession^ Tae schedule of investigations lends
something to an understanding of what probably was going on behind
the sceneSd The fact,that the Kohler strike, rather than inquiries
into the activities of anti=un!on«racketeers like Nathan Shefferman,
was taken up by The Committee in October̂  might" show a tactical
victory for business groups= Similarly, the McClellan Committee
hearings were nationally televised on a day-to-day basis following
the recess during August and September, Public disapproval of labor
practices could thus be more dramatically solicited.

The bias of the press on labor reform was reprehensible,

29 ’’Labor Violence and Corruption - Special Report”,
Business Week, XLVII„ (August 31» 1957)» p<= 76, "Some New.
Legislation is Needed to Curb Union Racketeers and Muscle Men”, .
Saturday Evening Post, XLI, (July 27, 1937), p» 229. "Pattern for 
Labor Law”, U.So News and,World Report, XLIV, (September 27, 1957)* '

■ - - • : : . ■;



Qversiniplication and misrepresentation contributed to a misinformed 
public0 It is ironic that the three issuess secondary boycotts, 
picketing and %o=man's land", which received by far the most 
publicity were Taft-Hartley matters which figured in the McClellan • ’ 
Committee disclosures in a secondary way0 They were not the spec
taculars that brought the Committee its fame0 Even the Committee's
twenty-one point "indictment" of James Hoffa in early August contained
V.. /; 30 /no mention of these three points. Yet a casual reading of nearly 
any newspaper from. January, .1959? on would lead the average reader 
to believe that these issues were not only the main causes of union 
corruption, but that the distinction between the two general approaches 
to reform was that one attempted to correct these abuses while the 
other did hot. Isolated cases, of violence were repeated again and 
again until the public was convinced that these were normal, every
day occurenceso Outside of writers like Joseph Loftus and A, H0
Raskin of the Mew York Times and Ed Townsend of the Christian Science
Monitor, the bulk of newspaper comment was anti-labor.

An. investigation of editorials contributed to the Congress
ional Record by Senator Goldwater and others provides an interest
ing study in group influence, Many of the articles submitted con
tained practically identical paragraphs. In one case, the same
editorial appeared at different times in different cities without

' ' ' , ■ . 31 : , ■ ' ; ;any acknowledgement. Perhaps this could be accounted for by the

30 Mew York Times, August 9, 1959, p* 80
31 UoS, Congressional Record, 65th Cong,, C¥, 129, 13214,
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pressures /of time in meeting e^toriai; deadlines 0

Bernard Ifossiter smamarized very aptly what was happening 
among business groups0 He saidg "Sophisticated business lobbying 
combined with the conscious manipulation of the public mood is credit-

. ,,, ■ / ; ■ ■ . ., 32 :ed with the major role in the passage of the strong labor billo"
He went on to say that the core of the technique was to focus on the 
"uncommittedn House members - particularly those in marginal districts - 
that isa the men who won by only five per cent„ or less9 of the 
popular vote and who had never voted :on a labor billo They found 
that there were about 120 in this group = However, they discovered 
that, out of these 120 members.,, some definitely favored a bill, but 
were not committed; and by a process of elimination they decided to 
concentrate on Congressmen and the districts in which they lived.

The first step was to arouse the constituents in these marginal 
districts and get them to flood their Congressmen with mail demanding 
the passage of a "strong labor bill’ft One important tool in this . 
endeavor was the television show. "Sound of Violence" o It was an 
hour-long show portraying union hoodlums in the jukebox field that 
the Armstrong Cork Company* s Circle Theater had shown in April» It 
was re-run in July and an estimated twenty-five million saw and heard, 
at its end, an appeal from .Senator McClellan asking the American 
people to do something about the evils shown in the documentary»
Mr« Ifossiter stated that local affiliates of the EUAoMo and other

32 Bernard Ifossiter, "Labor Bill Lobby - Mood Manipulation 
Is Given Credit, " Washington Post, September 9» p» 7»



trade associations told their members where and when the show could 
be seeno They advised employer members to urge their employees to 
watch it? and they encouraged their members to get their employees 
to write their Congressmen on the labor billo

The article stated further that s ''The strategists discovered 
that TV stations in 27 key congressional districts would not carry 
the re-run of the show® • ifrangements were made,to get eight of 
these stations to run it as a public service or under local spon
sorship®. Newspaper ads were taken in 20 of the important congress
ional districts urging people to watch and then write their Congress
man®11 Not satisfied with that, the article further stated that "an 
estimated to 5 million mailing was made telling about the show 
and requesting letters be written, to - Congress®"

In addition, the NoA®M® and the Chamber of Commerce made
brief tape recordings for radio and TV, featuring Congressmen Landrum
and Griffin, and starting in August, these tapes were run quite 
frequently as public service features or under local sponsorship 
in thirty-five of these‘orucial districts ®

In conjunction with this drive the American Can Go® proudly
announced that "more than 1,000 telegrams to Congressmen had gone

33 ' V '■ '■ ' 'directly from Canco people0" Another firm claimed credit for
approximately 3$000 letters® Some indication of the impact of this
program is given in the statement by Senator Kennedy that he received
over 10,000 letters in the week preceding the House vote on the

33 The Machinist, August 201959, n® 2®
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Landrura-Griffin billo

Space lias limited the study of ■business pressures to a 
relatively few organizations, but perhaps sufficient examples have 
been given to provide the reader with ah appreciation of the scope 
and power of the business pressures which were mobilized late, 
but tellingly against the Kennedy=fevin billo Birough educational 
campaigns, testimonŷ , and direct and indirect pressures on Congress, 
the business lobby made its weight felto-

The most effective weapons of the Chamber of Commerce and 
the HoAoEc. were not in the direct .lobbying or campaign contributions 
but in the climate of public opinion that they were able to cultivate 
and the long run access they had-estabiished'to strategic power 
centers as the House Labor and Rules Committee»

From the beginning of the McClellan disclosures, union 
spokesmen vacillated concerning the proper position that labor 
should take with regard to proposed labor reform legislation. A 
significant minority of labor leaders continued to attack federal 
intervention. The United Mine Workers were particularly adamant. 
Following the defeat of the Kenhedy=Ives bills an editorial in the 
UMW journal said: "The Ketmedy-Ives ,Poke-Peek-=and=.Pry8 anti-labor
bill is dead®. It deserved to die. It should have been killed as 
the result of the all-out united opposition of the American labor

- ' 35 ' Vmovement." Gus. Tyler, Training Institute Director of the IL(MJa



stated the ease for federal regulations "Is quasi-public institu
tions, deeply and immediately affecting the public interest, unions 
cannot hope to escape and should positively seek some degree of

. • ' . 36 ■■;.■ ■■: ' . .public regulationp11 ,
. The leadership of the il't-GIO was subject to the pull and 

haul of opposing forces o On the one hand George Meany led in the 
expulsion of the Longshoremen, the Teamsters, the Bakers, the Laundry 
Workers, the suspension of the AFL Auto Workers and others* On the 
other hand, Meany had an overriding sense of loyalty to the labor 
movement* He had fought oft attackers for so many years it had 
become a reflex action to react whenever labor was criticized* 
Moreoverj, he was under considerable pressure from many of the member 
unions, notably the building trades unions, who wanted revision of 
Taft-Hartley* The result of this diversity was that unions were 
either unable or unwilling to produce effective support for any biU 
which did not contain Taft-Hartley amendments favorable to labor.
In retrospect, taking this position appears to have been a mistake 
by the labor movement*

It might appear that George Meany and the executive council 
made a tactical error in June of 1953 in agreeing to support 
"responsible11 reform legislation. However, as Senator Kennedy 
pointed out later in a Portland speech, this position was unrealistic, 
for the Democratic leadership had only one other alternative and 
that was to accept the Knowland bill.of rights. Those amendments

" W ?  “ V esp0nsibllities- " iBaS=SSa
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had only been defeated with the assurance that a reform bill would
be forthcoming from the Senate Labor Committee, and the AFL=CIO

 , ' ' 37 ' -executive council agreed that there had to be a billo
Unfortunately this compromise marked, within the labor move

ment, a significant lack of cohesion which was to have an increasingly 
disruptive effect upon labor’s legislative program throughout the 
reform debate^ The authority of the IFl-CIO leadership' was challenged 
by an active minority of labor leaders who believed that such a 
policy exemplified a repetition of the mistakes Biade in the Taft- 
hartley defeat. Old timers like John, L0 .Lewis of the Uoi-LWc and 
Joseph Curran of the !JpH0U» acted as if collective bargaining techniques 
could be used in Congress = They either failed or refused to recognize 
that the legislative process required a different approach than labor 
management negotiations <> This reaction was probably more a matter 
of habit than naievete* Pro-labor journals like the New Republic 
and the Nation showed the same "chip on the shoulder" attitude»

.For a while, it appeared that the compromise strategy of the 
AFL-CJQ had. been successful, for the Kennedy ball passed the Senate 
by a substantial margin» But once the measure reached the House, 
labor’s cohesion dwindled. Sar Levitan claimed that 6 . a number 
of Washington lobbyists for powerful unions, which officially supported

37 U.S. Congressional Record, CIV, 156, 177^5
38 The following is an example of this kind Of editorial 

policyt "... we could all be one big, happy middle-class family if 
only the.bloated, racket-ridden unions could be pried off the backs 
of the poor downtrodden corporations." Nation, (Nov. 21, 1958),
p. .465. ' : ' . '
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the Senate-approved Kennedy-Ives bill, were lobbying in the House

.■■■ . ' j 39 : ; , ' i: ■ 'against.its eaaetmento11 - r. \ 1 ... :
The Congressional elections of 1958 were seen by labor’s 

political strategists as. the means to ward off restrictive legislation<> 
In one sense, this hope of legislative support because ’’right-to«= 
work” laws had been defeated in such key states.as Ohio and California 
might be interpreted as a tacit admission of their inability to gain 
public supporto In another, and probably more realistic sense, they 
believed that the election campaigns were where the battle was to 
be fought0 They were aware that the McClellan Committee’s revela
tions of corruption in the International Brotherhood of Teamsters and 
a few other big unions had provided the basis for the drive by business 
groups to pass ’’right-to-work" laws0 The Republicans had built 
their Congressional campaigns around a denunciation of "power-hungry 
union bosseso "  ̂' ' ' .; . •

The returns brought delight to labor leaders and probably 
accounts for the reason the AZL-CIO was so unprepared for its crushing 
setback in the fight over the control law0 The moves to outlaw the 
union shop were swamped in five of the six states, and labor scored 
its most impressive gains in years in the balloting for Federal and 
state postso They found, for example, that on the new Senate Labor 
Committee they could expect 11 or 12 of the fifteen members to support 
"fair legislation,, This ratio was an improvement over 1958 when only

.39 Sar Levitan, "Union Lobbyists’ Contributions to Tough 
Labor Legislation," Labor Law Journal, VI, (October, 1959), P° 676*
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six or seven of the thirteen could be counted on,, Their position was
also improved in the Housed They anticipated 17 or 18 "friends" as
opposed to 14 the previous year. Overall, they stated that there
were 50 more "liberals" in Congress than in 1958=

The rough sledding given the Kennedy bill in the Senate left
unionists more confused and divided than evero In part, they felt
that they had "been■sold down the river", and this attitude encouraged
those leaders who were opposed to all legislationo Others admitted
that the iFL~ClO had.been over-confident and that the Senate experience

41
should encourage more co=operationc They were not willing, however, 
to say that it had been a mistake to make acceptance of the Kennedy- 
Ervin bill contingent upon the passage of those Taft-Hartley amend
ments that they favoredo "Whether or not labor should have made this 
concession is purely speculative» Hindsight suggests that they should 
have. The revised program of the AFL-CIO was stronger support of. 
"appropriate corrective legislation"o The House hearings made clear 
that this objective was subject to different interpretations» Beyond 
criticisms of the "bill-of-rights" sections, labor lobbyists had 
trouble agreeing and stating their positions 6 Such national confusion 
paralleled labor ! s disunity at the local level 0 <>

The Teamsters took especially obnoxious tactics <> "Whenever 
they felt a "vulnerable" member had voted wrongly, they. immediately

40 The Machinist,. January 8, 1958, 40
. 41 Interview with John Eoak, Legislative Assistant to Senator 

Hubert Humphrey, . ' VV: : w '
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called a xmion chief in the congressman's district urging them to 
call and threaten a protest meetings This had a negative effect; 
unless there is a reasonable chance that a pressure delegation can 
deliver on its threats 9 the use of threatening language does little 
except to stiffen the resistance of congressmen.

At first9 supporters of the labor position had no bill at 
all which they favored<, Finally3 Congressman Shelley introduced a 
labor=sponsored bill which was directed to regain labor8 s unity»
This undoubtedly was. a grave error for labor0 It was too late to 
attempt a new maneuver® The combination of the effective nationwide 
propaganda effort on the part of the proponents of strong legislation̂
• the antagonistic tactics of the Teamsters and the widespread confusion 
among union members, were insurmountable,,. Efforts to initiate local 
pressure on behalf of labor® s bill were hopelessly lost in the 
confusion® •

The AFL=>CIQ not only lacked co-ordination up until the week 
before the Landrum-Griffin bill was approved in the House0 but they 
even worked at cross purposes® In the frantic struggle the diversities 
between unions became the focal point of interest and the Federation 
seemed to dissipate® It was alleged that spokesmen for a railway 
union, for example, were said to be more interested in gaining 
exemption for themselves by means of the Bailway Labor Act® Building 
Trades representatives devoted their attention exclusively to the

42 Life. Hill, (July 16, 1959), p® 11®
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provisions dealing with their'anions o

it is reasonable to speculate that if the AFL-=GXO had thrown 
its support behind the House Committee's bill, this might have swung 
enough votes in favor of the riiiddle~of-the.-road bill to defeat the 
Landrum-Griffin billo A switch of members would have defeated
■;the final b i n  o tf ; ' ' t - i : - 1 ; .

Ih the eonferenee committee labor cooperated with the Democratic 
congressional leadership. This submission Might indicate a possible 
realization that their policies- had been too dogmatic throughout the 
reform controversy: or simply an admission that they were being 
- b e t t e r e d o f - / ' ' . ; ■:. .; ;,'G; /

It may be wrong to interpret the vote on labor reform legist 
lation as a sign of a lessening of labor1s political strength„ Labor 
did succeed in Keeping the support of those members whom the various 
state labor organizations supported in the 1958 election. According 
to ffjffif calculation, only 16 out of 181' members to whose campaigns

' ' i P V p  , : y;i. . " ■ ;  - W
labor made contributions in 1958 voted for the Landrum-Griffin bill.
The rigid tactics' of labor in connection with labor reform legislation 
had apparently alienated enough votes, among southern Democrats and 
■ Republicans, to assure victory for the bill opposed by the labor 
lobbyists, : - •

&e relative positions of influence of labor or management

43 Sar Levitan, Op. cit,, p, 678 :,'
44 Report on the Labor ̂Management Reporting and Disclosure 

Act of 1959, (Washingtons. UA¥ 'Washington Office), p. 5» - ;



depend always upon many factors, including the economic conditions 
of the country and the nature of the question involved= Many people 
in 1958=»59 ■ regarded their own economic status as insecure because 
of the acknowledged recession of 1958= . The public had been influenced 
to believe that the question of corruption in unions affected the 
lives and interests of all, Prostestant morality regarding the
exposed sins of others is a, yirile force and was operative here. ■

In many ways labor itself was somewhat blameworthyc It was 
unable to gain allies;In the reform fight as it had in the state 
"right-to-work11 fights. Labor either failed to see the difference . 
between» or was incapable of taking' a different approach to,, questions 
which had been successfully presented as having bearing upon the
whole populace and those which Concerned the workingman's interests
alone. In other ways labor miscalculated its strength at several 
junctures. '" y '': .

ill in all, the enigma remains unsolved. Bo one can say 
incontestably who actually weilded the weapons which killed the 
Kennedy limited^reform measures, or even what all the actual weapons 
were. Few can deny, however, that there were many accessories to 
the act. Praise Cr blame: also remains a question which each indiv
idual must decide for himself depending upon his own interests or 
at least, his own interpretation of them.



IV. ■ PERSOMLITIESs IHTERPRETATIOMS AID IHFEREICES

, Ib the search for a broad understanding of the forces which 
shaped the Landrum-Griffin Act of 1959s it is important to understand 
the part played by key congressional and administrative officials«
In preceding chapters the policy-making process has been .examined 
from the standpoint of the background ideas, the congressional debate, 
and the activities of the pressure groups. Without an appreciation 
of the influence of congressional leadership, one is prone to think 
of the;legislative process as a struggle between lobbyists, on the 
one hand, conducting neverending campaigns for or against this or 
that bill, and members of Congress, on the other hand, trying to see 
the issues and make up their minds on competing claims,

Unlike the British member of Parliament who 11, , . always 
voted at his party’s call, and never thought of thinking for himself 
at all," the American legislator has greater discretion. The congres
sional system reflects regional and economic interests more than party 
interests and hence increases the importance of the individual 
congressman =, Moreover, the division of power within Congress encourages 
legislative independence c,

Ihe initiation and continuing coordination of the activities 
of a legislative campaign require the most skillful exercise of 
congressional leadership if they are to be effective, Congressional 
sponsors assume the responsibilities of effecting compromises and 
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attempting to translate strategic situations into power0 Therefore, 
it is essential to look into the activities and backgrounds of four 
legislators* Senators Kennedy, Goldwater* McGlellan, Representative 
Barden, and one administrator. Secretary of Labor James Mitchell,. 
who assumed the key roles in the legislative struggle over labor 
reform* i. study of these five men should give some insight into the 
factors of leadership and environment which are omnipresent forces 
in legislative policy-making*

These men were hot equally influential in determining the 
final shape of the labor reform act* .But each of them did play a 
legislative role* This chapter seeks to explain why each man assumed 
the role he did and show what his contribution was to the legislative 
struggle*

Long before the labor reform bill came into being, the basic 
social philosophies of these five men had been set* Their attitudes 
had been shaped in part by their native habitats and other experiential 
influences* How these men behaved in. Congress, or what strategies 
and tactics they employed, were determined largely by their congressional 
.positions, allies, and individual qualities of leadership*
1 * Senator John F* Kennedy * . . '■

As the chairman of the Labor-Management Subcommittee of the 
Senate Labor .Committee, the author of the original labor-reform bill 
add the front runner for the Democratic presidential nomination,
Senator Kennedy was perhaps the most strategic figure in the labor 
debate* Hhy did Senator Kennedy choose the fiercely controversial 
issue of labor reform? Hhat was the Senatorrs background in this
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field? How did Senator Kennedy avoid the condemnation of labor and
management gromps?

Kennedy11 s personal ambition to become the Democratic presi
dential nominee in 1960 appears to be the overriding motivating reason 
for his participation in the congressional fight0 The problem of 
labor corruption in 1957 was a tailor-made issue for any Democratic 
presidential hopeful0 Kennedy saw this as an opportune means of 
forwarding his ambition to attain the highest political office in the 
country9 a goal which has been ascribed to the entire Kennedy familyc 
Here was the issue that could serve as a rallying point for a national 
eampaigno Sponsorship of corrective labor legislation offered, the 
means of achieving national recognition and warding off charges of 
labor influence in the Democratic party, an accusation which undoubted
ly would have been presented in view of , the mounting evidence of 
labor corruption and the comparative voting records of Senator Kennedy 
and the likely Republican nominee, former Congressman and Senator,
.Vice President Mixon® Conversely, the issue could be presented to 
labor leaders as a fight to enact a law which would help honest labor 
leaders deal with the problems created by a corrupt minority without 
interfering with the wholesome activities of the overwhelming majority® 
Management groups would be held in check from seeking punitive legis
lation by Kennedy * s having assumed the initiative and having publicized 
successfully a constructive solution®;

Between the personal ambitions of. John Kennedy and the 
history of his family, there is a close connection* His father,
Joseph P® Kennedy, was a self-made man who rose, rapidly in both



v s££]&<mee -.and ̂  Ab' .She age of 46 he became-interested in
politics s served as etiaiman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
then of/ finally* as ambassador to Great Britaino
Although Joseph Kennedy was a. Democrat and became an outstanding 
member of his party, he. was regafded; as- a cohservative.-o His isola
tionism had petcipitated a bitter break with Roosevelt in 19̂ 0« The 
family background of young John was. one of extreme wealth and eminent 
social position® Family tradition, therefore, apparently did not 
fdster John1s interest in labor affairs, particularly from any kind 
of liberal, or eyen two-jsided point of view® To many of his choice 
of leadership in this issue made him appear as an expedient politician® 
Douglass Cater described him as "a pragmatic politician ® <=. <, who 
set his eye on the 1960 election as .a 1now-or-never8 proposition®

, Another writer' described him as "the front runner for a dynasty"
:'• ' j ,... .^ , v ■ - -y.-: 2 .■■ : . ■■ ; . { ■' .

whose aim was to elect a president®
: y h ' y i n  many ways, however, the field of labor legislation was 
suited to Senator Kennedy, for he had been.active in this subject 
area since his entrance to Congress in 19̂ 6® As a Representative 
from Massachusetts1 highly industrialized and solidly Democratic 
11th District, Kennedy * s interest in labor affairs and appointment 
to the House Labor Committee were to be expected because of the nature 
Of his constituency® As a member of this committee Kennedy witnessed

1® Douglass Cater, "The Cool Eye of John F® Kennedy,11 Reporter, 
. "VII, (December-10, 1959), p->3o .. . .

y 2® Edward Wilson,' "Front Runner For A Dynasty," •Look, XL1, '
;(October 13, 1959),. py 2?®, . . .. . . .. .. .
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and gained experience from the numerous Democratic attempts to amend 
the Taft-Hartley Act, Ifcile his voting record was generally termed 
"pro-labor," he showed a degree of independence„ Kennedy voted against 
faft-Hartley, bmt refused to go along with a condemnation issued by 
the other Democrats serving with him on the Labor Committeeo In 
1949 Kennedy was selected as a. member of the Joint Committee on 
Labor-Management Relationso On entering the Senate in January 1953» 
he was appointed to the Labor and Public Welfare Committee» In 1957 
he was chosen chairman of the Labor Subcommittee and made a member 
of the Select Committee on Improper Activities, in the Labor or 
Management Fieldo His younger brother, Robert, became chief counsel 
for the new committee0

Aware of the dangerous political implications of labor 
legislation and cognizant of the need for a dramatic national issue 
as a presidential aspirant, Senator Kennedy began the groundwork 
for a legislative campaign in the fall of 195?<> Politically, the 
stakes were enoumouso Congress had been stalemated over labor- 
management relations for a decade= Many efforts to modify the 
existing laws had failed for lack of effective organization and timing» 
There was the ever-present threat of political reprisals frott labor 
and management o The middle ground would be hard to find and perhaps 
even harder to sella The Senator knew also that he must keep on 
gaining in terms of public strength if he was to be nominatedo If 
he faltered, political leaders would assume he was. finished and rush 
to another bandwagon a Therefore, in September, 1957, Kennedy appointed 
a team of labor specialists under the direction of Professor Archibald
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Cox of Harvard Law School to., begin drafting a series of proposals»
In the course of their investigations g the Kennedy advisors would 
determine the approximate collective positions of labor and management 
before the bargaining process with the federal legislature begano 
The strategy was apparently to attempt to withhold congressional
consideration of legislation until the beginning of 1959? four or 
five months before the Democratic Convention, by which time the 
Senator would be able to present, direct, and complete, a carefully 
formulated legislative campaign« fhe potential public impact of 
Kennedy’s program could keynote his presidential, campaign.

Consequently, the fate of labor=reform legislation was 
■ irrevocably tied to the political ambitions of Senator Kennedy, 
Throughout the two-year struggle, the Senator*S reform approach was 
repeatedly attacked as a persohhl political maneuver, let as a 
measure of the man, if not of his legislative craftsmanship. Senator 
Kennedy maintained the managership of his controversial bill despite 
severe setbacks and possible repercussions,

#iile Kennedy, ultimately lost in his struggle for a limited 
reform measure, his elastic attitude distinguished him as a congres
sional leader. In the course of consideration, time and again Kennedy 
kept the issue alive by engineering compromises, This is an interest
ing case where perhaps personal ambition worked to facilitate the 
legislative process.

Initially, Kennedy’s position was that internal union reform

3 St, Louis Post-Disnatch, February 23, 1959, P° 6,



should be kept separate from revision of labor-management relations 
by amendment of the Taft-Hartley Act, for he believed that the two 
issues were too dissimilar in nature and tended to jeopardize chances 
for legislationo His reasons were apparently based on the desire 
for the quickest possible action and,the naive hope, that a reform 
act could be enacted without provoking labor or management to violent 

• oppositiono He might also have concluded that an adjustment between ■ 
these two groups would necessarily benefit management since their 
congressional friends controlled or had primary, access to a number - 
of the strategic power centers within the legislative process like 
the Administration, the.House Labor Committee, and the Rules Committee. 
Howeverg it became evident even before congressional action began 
that Kennedy would haVe to adopt the combination approach. To secure 
passage of his bill he would be forced to maintain a shaky alliance 
with the Washington offices of the AFL-CIO and avoid a movement 
for further amendment of Taft=Hartley by both dissident labor leaders 
and management spokesmen. Kennedy's willingness to adjust his 
legislative program reflects his peculiar quality/for leadership.

Kennedy's skillful leadership held his congressional 
coalition together in 1958 and, had it not been for the power of the 
House Labor Committee Chairman Graham Barden and House Rules Cahir- 
man Howard Smith, the Kennedy measure .might have been adopted.

In the Senate Kennedy was recognized as the most thoroughly-, 
versed authority on labor legislation, and on several occasions almost 
singlehandedly refuted amendment attempts. One observer claimed 
that in the legislative hearings Kennedy was more effective than
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Labor Secretary Mitchell o He gave the impression b£ having a
better maderstanding of existing labor laws and the extent of labor
corruption. Kennedyr s' floor managership was in large part responsible
for the defeat of the Knowland and Goldwater amendment efforts. He
wisely secured and maintained bipartisan sponsorship, in the.Senate .
in 1958 and 1959» .
. Even after Kennedy was forced to shift to the defensive in :

late 19599 he was still able to modify Senator McClellan's "bill 
of rights" amendment. His greatest test of legislative ability came. 
in the Conference Committee after the House had passed a much stronger 
bill than the Senate version.

As chairman of the Senate conferees, Kennedy was in a 
difficult position. He was opposed;to the picketing and boycott 
provisions of the House bill, but he had very little with which to 
bargain. Since Kennedy could deadlock the conference if he could 
not get a compromise, the question really was whether the. House con
ferees would offer a compromise. The most natural result of a dead
lock in conference would be to present the Senate with a choice
between no labor bill at all, or acceptance, en bloc, of the labor
bill passed by the House. It was essential, for him to maintain strong 
senatorial unity. Against this background, Kennedy is credited with 
having engineered five significant modifications of the House bill.

Following the passage of the final bill, there was considerable

Marquis Childs, "Washington Calling," Arizona Daily Star, 
February 6, 19599 p. .; ■ •



.speculation about the influence Kennedy's actions would have upon 
his presidential campaign= Some top union leaders were sharply 
critical of the Senators but a majority of labor spokesmen commended 
: Kennedyc The Executive Council of the AFL-CIO paid tribute to
Kennedy and the "liberal majority of Senate conferees" for doing

. ‘ , - '' . .. ’ • ' - 5"a good job of eliminating some of the more obvious injustices „"
iFL-CIO President George Meany said Kennedy should be given credit,
not blame, for his work on the bill.

An evaluation of Kennedy1s activities must point out that 
if it had not been for his leadership. Congress might have reverted 
to its traditional stalemate over labor^management relations or 
enacted a more severe labor billo Kennedy contributed practically 
ninety percent, of the bill that was drafted in the Senate. The Kennedy 
bill that passed the Senate included all of the 1demoeracy=in=union? 
provisions that were finally incorporated into the Bill6 The original 
Landrum-Griffin amendments added in the House were sharply modified 
in conference With the Senate owing to Kennedy's leadership.
2o Senator Barry Goldwatero

Throughout the labor debate Senator Barry Goldwater was 
the most articulate and consisteht advocate of the more restrictive 
reform approach. Mhat was Senator Goldwater*s background in labor 
affairs" Why did he choose to lead the fight for a reform bill?

5 "Kennedy's Biography, Voting Record, Stand on Issues," 
Congressional Quarterly (Special Report), (July 22, i960), p» 1279»
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How did his interpretation of-the labor problem differ from that 
of Senator Kennedy?.

Maile Senator Kennedy's motivation in assuming a key role : 
in the labor debate appears to have been largely political, Senator 
Goldwater is generally regarded as to have been more ideologically 
inspiredo He has been characterized as "the heir of former Senator 
Robert i,0 Taft of Ohio»" "Br0. Conservative," and "the defender of 
Jeffersonian democracy»" Do his actions justify this soubriquet? 
in. examination of his philosophy in conjunction with his activities 
could belie this interpretation <,

In 1958 the Arizona Republican defined his philosophy in a 
letter in answer to the Washington Post's description of him as 
"eccentrico11. He saids "I am a conservative and a Republican and 
if that combination is eccentric, then my party had been eccentric 
through all the years of its history, up until very recent timeso 
I believe in the Gonstitutlon. I am totally against centralization 
of power and the destriction of individual liberty, I believe in 
the free enterprise system, balanced budgets, the soundness of the 
dollar and lower taxes, more economy in government and the right of 
a man to spend his own money and not have it spent for him by a ; • 
bureaucratic government0 I recognized long ago the dangers of labor 
taking over the politics of this country, and I said-that was a 
danger to our Republic <> I said further that I could see no differ
ence between the corporate barons at the turn of the century buying 
elections for the Republicans and the union barons of 1958 buying
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. ■ ■; 7 ■ velections for the Democrats." •
The basis for this individualistic creed can be seen in the

Senator's background. Barry Goldwater- is an authentic product of
the American pioneer tradition. He is the grandson of an Arizona
pioneer who came over the mountains to establish Goldwater‘s as the
state's leading department storeo Goldwater himself credits his
family "tradition as the root of his individualism,. Speaking of his
grandfather, he described him as "one of those sturdy idealists
who braved the unknown and untried frontiers of opportunity to -

8
found his own businesso"

This home-grown rngged individualism has been effective in 
Arizona, the last state in the American frontier, and has contributed 
to the Senator's rapid climb to power® Unlike Kennedy, he was the 
first of his family to enter politics® Both his critics and admirers 
see him as an outstanding example of a man Who has gained social and 
political rewards as a result of .financial- success® Having demonstrated 
his superiority in the competitive field of business, the argument 
goes, is he not entitled to the chance, or even prerogative, of • 
preserving those social and economic conditions which made possible 
his change of social status during one generation? Such opportunity, 
Goldwater sincerely believes, is possible for all® Many of his

7 P. F® Healy, "Glittering Mr® Goldwater," Saturday Evening 
Post, GCL1, (June 7, 1958), p® 23® 3 k - f

8 "Statement by Barry Goldwater Before The Young Republicans 
1958 Spring Convention,(mimeographed; copy from the office Senator 
Barry Goldwater)'® /  ̂ ' -:y 7 '



followers, although they themselves have not been able to attain 
this success, agreeo A typical comment is that of a 39 year old 
cattleman from.Santa Cruz County» "Barry Goldwater is quick on the 
trigger, and we like that sort of thing in Arizona,"

"That sort of thing" naturally is not limited to the state 
of Arizona.' Young mothers and fathers all over America dream and 
believe in the possibility of upward social mobility for their 
children. The asperation is part of the American heritage^ Barry 
Goldwater, consequently, has great emotional appeal to many followers 
in other states than his own.

■After a career in the family department store during which 
time Barry Goldwater took an active part in promoting the passage 
of Arizonafs "right-to=work" constitutional amendment in 19̂ 7» he 
won election to the non-partisan Phoenix City Council in 19̂ 9» In 
1950 he managed the successful campaign to make Howard Pyle Arizona's 
first Republican Governon in 22 years. In 1952 he became his party's 
choice to challenge the Democratic incumbent, Ernest McFarland, and 
squeaked into the Senate on Eisenhower1s coattails with a 6,725 vote 
edge.

In the Senate he asked for and received an appointment to 
the relatively unpopular Labor and Public Welfare Committee. This 
was a surprising choice of committees in view of the primary desire 
of Western senators to gain membership in the Interior and Insular

9 "Goldwater A Top Right-Wing Republican Gains Despite Stiff 
AFL-CIQ Opposition," Wall Street Journal, December 24, 1958, p. ?<>
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Affairs Committee* Equally interesting is the fact that labor in
Arizona was largely unorganized^ less than twenty percent, and the 
state has a "right-to-work11 provision in its constitution» As a 
member of the comaittee, Goldwater established a reputation as-a 
bitter foe of compulsory unionism.

; On March 15s 1953$ the Senator said that' the Taft-Hartley 
law had failed to rout Communism from the labor movement0 He sponsored 
a bill to give the Subversive Activities Control Board the responsi
bility for deciding whether a union was Communist-dominated and for

■ ■ : ■ ' ^ ; . ... ■. 10 
voiding the rights and privileges of a union found to be unpurged»
Early in May 19̂ 4, when revision of the faft-Hartley Act was debated,
Goldwater submitted an amendment which if adopted would in effect
"turn control of labor-management disputes to'the several states 
' . ; ' ' " ; ; ■ ' ■ ' 11 
except with respect to ‘national emergency1 disputes " It would
require unions to have the support of ninety-five percent of the
employees in a plant, instead of a simple majority, in order to
claim exclusive bargaining- rights*

. Outside the area of labor, however, Goldwater was, until
''■■■ . v:- . > : . y - : 12 r ; ■■■ . ■ . .19569 a "paragon of party regularity0" . The previous year, he 

served as chairman of the Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee= 
Following the 1956 election, his problem,became his own re-election.

10 "Barry Goldwater," Current Biography, (May,-1955)* n. 235°
11 Christian Science Monitor, May 5, 1954, p, 12,
12 Richard Ho Rovers, "Letter From Washington," Mew Yorker,

LII, (April 27, 19#, P° 70°' ; ; ' 1 .  ̂:
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According to one author!tyy he obviously sized up the Arizona political 
climate as one which required or allowed him to take a firm stand 
with the fight wing of his party., Shortly thereafter he began a 
series of thrusts at the Eisenhower Administration = In Aprils 1957, 
he attacked the Eisenhower budget as a "betrayal of the peoplefs 
trust9" caused, he said, "by the faulty premises of Modern Republicanism.

Earlier, Goldwater had claimed on several occasions that the ' 
odds were "heavily stacked" against the Republican Party is effort to 
regain control of the Senate in 1956 for what he termed "me-toolsm11 
on the part of the Administration., Ihe Democratic congressional 
victory of that year enhanced Goldwater1 s prestige, for he rallied 
the-, conservative forces in the Republican party by the claim that he 
had forewarned the defeat6 By the end of 1957, less than five years 
since his entrance to Congress, Goldwater had established himself 
as a national figure in his- party with:whom the Administration must, 
dealo

Senator Goldwater did not share the stature in labor affairs 
of Republican Senators Ives and Smith, but he did have sufficient 
political backing to make his views felt. Mhen the Select Investi
gating Committee in Labor or Management'Affairs was chosen in January,
1957, the Arizona Senator was made a member despite his criticisms 
; of the Republican leadership. ,.y, .; ’ -- :

. In the debate which followed Goldwater came to be the spokes
man for the forces seeking the maximum regulation of labor unions.

13 Congressibnal Quarterly. XVII, (April 14, 1957), p, 138
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Couipulsory unionism and unions in politics represented the greatest 
challenge to the Senator1s way of life, to the benefits of the 
rugged existence which produced self-made mend On one occasion he
characterized the power of organized labor as the "most dangerous .

- : ' ' ■■■ ' / ■ 1 4 ' ... .internal problem which we in America face todays."
In the initial hearings Goldwater along with Senator Mundt 

seemed intent upon linking corruption within the Teamsters to other 
unionso Time and again the two senators demanded a thorough inves
tigation of the UA¥! s prolonged strike against the Kohler Manufacturing 
Company of Sheboygan, Wisconsin = They charged publicly that the 
Democratic members of the Committee had deliberately "covered-up" 
for the UAWo When the full Committee did make an inquiry and discovered 
a lack of evidence and a distortion of testimony on the part of the 
Republican special counsel, Goldwater and Mundt sought an end to 
the hearings o Goldwater went so far as to deny an interest in inves-

' . , 15tigating Walter leuther or the .Kohler-‘'U'A¥. disputeb
The Senator's congressional strategy was apparently to delay 

action as long as possible in hopes of creating an indignant public 
reaction which would demand strict legislationo At nearly every 
juncture in the debate he submitted the same thirty amendmentse .
On .the one jhandj Goldwater labeled the Kennedy measures as "skim 
milk" and a "sweetheart bill," and on the other hand, he taunted the

14 "Goldwater Speaks For Conservatives," Christian Science 
Monitor, March 14, 1959V P» 11 = . '

.15 Robert Fo Kennedy, "The Enemy Within," (Hew Yorks Popular 
Library Edition, i960), p0 GBOv/ : n '



Democrats at the end of 1958 with the question# "Who killed cock 
robin?,"implying that House Speaker Sam Rayburn was responsible 
for withholding House action on the Kennedy-Ives bill.

Although the Senator's extremism was embarrassing at times 
to the Administration and obvious to his colleagues# GblcBrater, or 
the movement of which he was the spokesman, did affect fundamentally 
the final draft of the labor reform bill, The reasons for his 
effectiveness are probably found in the power structure of Congress,
In both houses the strategists of delay have available many oppor
tunities, particularly if they occupy positions of advantage on 
various legislative and party leadership committees, Goldwater had 
the ideological sympathy of such strategic figures as Senators 
McClellan and Dirksen and Representatives Barden and Howard Smith 
of the Rules Committee, Goldwater was able to delay action for the 
amending process in the Senate Was wide open. Rarely is an amendment 
ruled out of order for reason that it is not germane. Even under the 
tightest unamious consent agreements, there is usually full opportunity 
for the presentation of amendments,

Moreover, Goldwater was not adverse to altering his own 
demands. He did. accept the sponsorship of the Administration,1 s 
reform bill in 1959 despite the fact that he personally favored a 
stronger bill comparable to the bills offered by Senator McClellan 
and Representative Barden, He carefully skirted the problem of 
Taft-Hartley amendment in 1959 by limiting his regulation proposals 
to secondary boycott and organizational picketing which he tied to 
the internal affairs of unions, the end result was that the Landrum-



Griffin bill most nearly resembled the broad reform aims of the 
Administration‘si 959 labor reform hill» .
3o Senator John McClellano

The chairman of the special committee investigating labor 
racketeerings Senator John McClellan, was the pivotal figure in the 
legislative debateo His.prestige and. influence represented the balance 
between the broad reform aims ©f Senator Goldwater and the limited 
aims of Senator Kennedy«. As chairman of the committee, his reeom=. 
mendations carried perhaps the greatest weight with the majority of 
the Senateo 'Why did Senator McClellan change his attitude toward 
support of the Administration8 s proposals of. 1959? A, review of the 
Senator1© labor experience and the politics of the reform debate 
should provide insight Into this question^ • ’

Ideologically, McClellan was a poor choice to head a com
mittee investigating laboro Brought up1 in rural Arkansas, a state 
still li^itly organized, the problems of a hi^aly industrialized 
urban society remained strange to him0 "John McClellan,11 said a
colleague,."doesn*t think of himself as being anti-labor= It1s 

■ • - ' - 16 ; 
just that the whole thing is sort of foreign to him0" The Senator
has been consistently opposed to raises in minimum wage legislation
both on the state and national level« -

Nevertheless, McClellan,• an able lawyer and a first class
cross-examiner, had a mind like a vise. In. committee hearing he

16 A» Toffler,, "McClellan; The Grim Prober," Nation, XCII, 
(September 14, 1957l» pe J'29o
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py.'blioly displayed none of the ignoraaee of eolleetive bargaining 
and labor exhibited by some of his fellow probers» He criticized 
businessmen as inell as labor leaders for not cooperating with the 
committee.

This did not make McClellan less antagonistic to the pol
itical ideals of labor unions. Labor leaders understood that what
ever legislative recommendations came from his committee would bear 
his inspiration, ibey repeatedly expressed alarm that "reactionaries,
among whom they count McClellan, will seize upon popular distrust... ■ ■; ' -v :.v ' . ■ . 17 . ■ . ■
with Beekism and Hoffaism to jam through legislation.M McClellan 
resented, what was to him, this arrogant attitude..

The fear of labor leaders was not unfounded. In the spring 
of 1958 McClellan helped introduce an amendment to the civil rights 
bill that would have outlawed the union shop and strait-jacketed 
picketingo Impossible of passage, the amendment was simply designed 
to kill the civH rights measure. But it gave more than a clue to 
McClellan1s labor philosophy.

On: June'23$ i9W, McClellan voted to override President 
Truman1 s veto of the Taft-Hartley Act. Two years later McClellan 
voted against an amendment intended to soften Taft-Hartley some
what. In August, 19̂ 9, McClellan voted against raising the federal 
minimum wage from sixty-five, to seventy-five cents. In June, 1952, 
he joined in a move to force President Truman, to use the Taft-Hartley 
Act against striking steelworkers.- More'recently, McClellan voted

17 Ibid., p. I30.
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against an amendment to the Bacon= Dai/is Aeto This amendment gave 
the Secretary of Labors rather than state and local authoritiess the 
power to fix mininmm wages in interstate highway constructiono This 
was of vital importance to the building trstdes unionists who desired 
federal jurisdiction®.

. On a careful tally by the AFL^GIO's political division8 
the five, basic votes in McClellan ? s labor record were balanced out 
by only two "favorable41 votes® The Senator voted to override an 
Eisenhower veto of a postal workers' pay raises and he opposed a 
1953 measure which would have permitted government agencies to fire 
career employees arbitrarily® Op the Select Committee only two 
members had a worse labor record from the standpoint of the AFL=
CIO and both were right-wing Republicans®

Again labor was caught in somewhat of a dilemma®, Strongly 
suspicious of Senator McClellan and of the hearings themselves, 
labor leaders withheld cooperation® A significant minority continued 
a heavy attack on the Senator® Management, on the other hand, gave 
considerably more support to. the investigating committee®

Ihy did Senator McClellan Support. the limited reform approach, 
of Senator Kennedy in 1958f Perhaps this was only tacit approval, :
but the Senator did vote against 'the Knowland "bill of rights11 
amendment, a comparable proposal to the Senator's own 1959 amendment, 
and he spoke against the same amendments offered by the administration 
that he supported the following year®. Unfortunately, the reasons 
for this seemingly reversed position are inconclusive®

■ . Senator McClellan might have been attracted by the 1960



Democratic Tice Presidential nomination» At the time there was a 
conceivable possibility that he might be running mate to Senator 
Kennedyo Selection of a conservative Senator Like McClellan' for 
the eanidacy would offset Southerners1 anti-catholic prejudice»
A1 Smith8 s Vice presidential mate had been Joseph To Robinson, the 
senior Senator from Arkansas« It would also help balance Kennedy6 s 
purported liberalism. With such a possibility in the offering, 
McClellan might have hesitated;to deviate-from the position of the 
Democratic leadership in 1958. •

A more generous-interpretation ahd the one emphasized by 
the Senator himself was that after more than two years of study, 
he had become convinced of the threat posed by labor racketeering 
to the internal affairs of unidns as well as to the field of indus
trial relations= The committee1s studies had not extended much 
further than a few incidents within the • Teamsters when legislative 
consideration was begun in 1958. Subsequent disclosures could have 
altered HeGlellan8s impression of the danger.

There was talk of a civil rights bargain in 1959 between the 
Republican leadership and the Southern Democrats c . Although none 
of the participants admitted such an arrangement. Senator McClellan8 s .• 
active States1 rights record in the past indicates that he had often; ’ 
allied with Midwestern Republicans and would not be adverse neces
sarily to temporary allianees in the futureo

' Finally, there was no doubt that McClellan was under sustained 
pressure from both businessmen and the general public. The Senator 
spoke of having received as high as 20,000 letters a week at various



periods in the debate, the most of which rrged his advoeaey of more
inclusive legislation» -

, :: Regardless of whether. McClellan actually changed his opinions0
in the second year he actively sought the passage of more comprehensive-
legislation than that sponsored by the Democratic leadership. After
the legislative subcommittee had reported its bill in early Februarys
McClellan introduced his own bill and asked for an extention of the
legislative hearings0 He ■ accepted the defeat of his bill in committee,

v ; ' ;; ' " 18
but he warned of a fight on the floor of the Senate® This was the
first open statement that he intended to- push for stiffen legislation®
As Senate debate began, McClellan had not yet,, joined forces with
the Republicans® He had reservations: about the Republican amendments
dealing with the external affairs of unions® He said on:the floor ' •
of the Senate that he would not offer his bills as amendments if the.
Senate would agree not to amend the Taft-Hartley Act® Ihen McClellan8s
proposal was defeated, he was apparently persuaded to take a firm
stand for broader legislation® A few days later he offered his
"bill of rights51 amendment and later amendments dealing with secondary
boycotts and organizational picketing® His influence was certainly
instrumental in the Senate passage of the Strengthened labor reform
bill® v̂ e.̂ Keaanedy coalition was broken, and Southern Democrats and
Liberal Republicans combined behind McClellan to pass a series of
strengthening amendments to the Kennedy-Ervln bill®

In the House, McClellan appeared before the Labor Committee

18 Wall' Street Journal, February TR, 1959. o® 10®
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to lend bis support to legislation similar to the Administration's 
alternative to the "new" Senate bill 0 , Wen .the House itself was 
presented with the eboie© betEfeen the Elliot bill (former Senate 
version) % the Shelley bill (iFL=CIO backed measure) and the Landrum- 
Griffin bill (supported by the Administration) McClellan wrote a 
letter to Congressmen, urging the adoption of the latter billo 
Frequent reference to McClellan's position by.members of the House 
during the debate illustrate that his support of the Landrum-Griffin 
bill must be considered a fundamental rdason for tiie adoption of ' 
the Act» v

Bepresentative Graham Bardeno " - J
' The sponsor of labor legislation must eventually'attempt 

to pilot his bill through the House Committee on Education and Labor, 
chaired by Representative Graham A» Barden of North Carolinao This 
committee has been considered- traditionally the "most difficult 
channel tb navigate," The labor reform debate provides ample illus- 
trations of the stubbprness of the committee and of its chairman,
Graham Barden, in particular® The committee was responsible primarily 
for killing the Eemedy-Ives bill of 1958, and for stalling the 
Kennedy-Ervin bill of 1959° Indeed, as the campaign evolved, it 
seemed that the real struggle was between Congress and the House 
Labor Committee® What role did Chairman Barden play in holding back 
congressional action? What was his experience in labor affairs?

19 11 The Story of the 1959 Labor Reform Bill,” Congressional 
Quarterly (Special Report), (September 8, 1959), p® 6®



A review of ChaiHnan Barden’s taeiies in the labor reform 
struggle illustrates in part what has been called the theory of 
"concurrent majorityo" Key congressional figures have what amounts 
to a legislative veto which they can exercise until legislation is 
modified to suit their interests« A case study of the reform bill : 
would not he complete without an appreciation of how Chairman Barden 
delayed the legislation*' Before examining his activities in the 
debate: however, it is important to look into the extent to which 
he controlled his committee and his own labor philosophyo

In many ways Barden typlified the common characterization ■ 
of the committee chairman as portrayed by the critics of the seniority
system. The Hew York Times described him as "a man without a hurry

20 ' . L ..... y-V . .
in the worldo" Barden took pride in hisreputationo He told
the House Rules Committee that he had been called "ultra~eonservativeg
anti-union, and lazy*" Barden was wedded to the principle, often

" expressed by him though not original with, him, that he, "never knew
the Republic to be endangered by a bill that was not passed,11
Another guiding principle was that anything that did not concern
the Third Congressional District of North Carolina could not be
too important* The Third District evidently appreciated this, for
nine times in a row he ran without Oppositiono Moreover, Chairman
Barden was known as a man of strong undeviating convictions* "You
don’t have to tell me how I voted four or five years ago on some-

20 Hew. York Times. II, July 31, 1958, 0 * 24.
21 ibid* ' ’ ■ '



• ■; \ ■, . . ■ .. 22things ” he sa5.d<, "i know how .1 voteds and I’d vote the same wayatf
Barden8s labor philosophy was a matter of public records 

He had opposed consistently nearly every labor objective since his 
entrance to Congress =• He was instrumental in securing the passage 
of the faft-Hartley Act«. Barden announced that "Everyone knows that 
minimtmi-wage legislation is basically counter to our democratic form 
of government and our competitive economy =" , Labor lobbyists re
frained from criticizing him, for they understood the wisdom of not 
angering him. unneces sarily o , ; " .

Barden exercised one-man control of his committee up to 
1956 that enabled him to bottle up measures sought by labor. He 
called meetings when the spirit moved him. Following the federal 
minimum-wage fight of 1955$ Horthern Democrats supported by a few 
Republicans wrested concessions from Barden in the form of new rules» 
She chairman was f orced to concede to regular meetings and. to appoint
ments of subcommittees with designated jurisdictions„,so that bills 
could go to hearing without his consent« Liberals wanted subcommittee 
chairmen chosen on seniority basis, but they gave up the point»
Barden, however, acceded to their demand in practice with one excep
tion. He denied a ■ chairmanship to Adam Clayton Powell Jr. of 
Manhattan, the second ranking Democrat on the committee. The re
formers were also defeated in their efforts to take away the chairman's

22 Ibid. :' : . -
23 Bus lyier, "A Legislative Campaign For A Federal Minimum 

Wage,11 Eagleton Foundation Studies in Practical Polities, (Hew York: 
Henry.Holt and Company, Inc., 1959)* p° 3« : ’ ;.



right to appoint staff aides. Hieir target was the Barden-appointed 
committee counsel, James Brewbaker9 a, former lobbyist for the IMo

Although Chairman Barden's power oyer M s  committee had been 
modified by 1958» he still had the votes in the. full committee to : ' 
back him upo His thirty-man committee was composed of fourteen 
Republicans and sixteen Democrats, If the former opposed the limited 
reform bill, then the votes of Barden andanother Democratic colleague, 
Landrum of Georgia, would be sufficient to paralize the committee0 

It is understandable that the supporters of limited reform 
legislation preferred to: initiate action in the: Senate, The fact 
that the relatively non-controversial '•disclosure" bill was tied 
up in the House Labor Committee for three months indicated the co
operation Sorthern Democrats', could ezcpect from the House Labor Committee^ 

Barden was set against the enactment of legislation comparable 
to the Kennedy measures,. On several occasions he alone held up con
gressional consideration o ' ' . ;

In 1958s for example, the fate of the Kennedy-Ives bill hinged 
upon whether an agreement could be reached between House Speaker 
Sam Rayburn and Chairman Barden0 Rayburn feared that if he turned 

. over the bill to the House Labor Committee, congressional action 
would be smothered for that year o He deliberately withheld the 
Senate bill in hopes of mustering public pressure on Barden to force 
the chairman to give him some assurance of action® Barden countered ..

. that the committee*s docket was full, and he scheduled a new set of 
hearings for the Senate pensions and welfare bill which had been 
with his committee for two months® The House Labor Committee had
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already been considering its own version of this bill since 195?=
Barden did not release the pensions bill until July 28 at which time
M s  committee received the Kennedy-Ives billo Ihe tactics of delay
became even more evident when. Barden failed to call any hearings for
the consideration of the Senate reform b i l l o  Moreovers the House
Committee could have begun. exara5.nation of the labor reform problem
a month earlier inasmuch as Representative Udall had introduced a
bill indentical to the Kennedy-1ves measure„

It seems that Barden believed that additional time was needed
to excite the clamor for a more comprehensive approaeho Ihen he was
questioned by newsmen, he let it be known that there would probably ■ '
not be any action in .1958 but that he intended to introduce far=
reacMng legislation the following year.

. In 1959 Barden repeated Ms show of power. It appeared that 
the resolution of the congressional struggle in the House would 
depend upon a compromise between Barden and either the Administration 
or the Democratic leadersMp, When the Democrats split over the 
McClellan bill of rights amendment» Chairman Barden had practically 
free rein. Representative John Rhodes of Arizona claimed that the
way was paved for the final House version in a week-end vacation

■■■ : ' '::'r V' . , i . ■ ■' : ■ 25meeting between Barden and Minority Leader Sailed: in North Carolina,
®iey supposedly agreed to back a new bipartisan bill offered by V
Representatives Landrum and Griffin, Regardless of whether such a

24 Hew York limes, July 27*. 1958* p® 13<>
25 Interview with Congressman John Rhodes* May 14, 196O,
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meeting actually took place,, Barden lent his full support to the
new measure» ; , ■ ,,

The entrance pf personal considerations in Barden's attitude 
(like Kennedy's) is not i^robableo , T̂  last term and the
desire to exert to the fullest his vestige of power before he retired 
from the public eye is .a drive common to many men0 In many ways 
though he resembles Goldwater more than Kennedy in the virility of 
his convictions and his determination to see his aims accomplished^
5o Secretary of Labor James Mitchello - - -y

The chief architect of the labor reform proposals which 
President Eisenhower presented to Congress in 1958 and 1959 was James 
Pp Mitchell, Secretary of Laboro Is a Republican moderate and the. 
spokesman for the Administration, Mitchell was under constant fire 
from all sides throughout the two year congressional struggle« This 
situation has more bearing on Mitchell's attitude than any factors >,
in his personal history® The position of Secretary of Labor in a 
Republican administration is a nearly impossible post to maintaiho 
Distrusted by strong segments in both labor:and management groups 
as well as by key congressional and administrative figures within 
his own party, the labor, secretary had a difficult task in attempting 
to secure support for the Administration's proposals0 Democrats 
accused him of playing politics with his own. vice-presidential 
nomination in mind® Nevertheless, the final legislative draft included 
nearly all the provisions sought by Mitchell®

Mitchell's legislative role was that of a moderator in a 
hostile conflict* His apparent' success was probably the result of
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the fact that he was not identified with either of the major factions
in the congressional struggle= The Secretary’s legislative independence
was made possible by. a combination of circumstances and designo On
the one hande Mitchell was subjected to conflicting pressuresa and
his behavior appeared erratic„ On the other hand,,he was deliberately
attempting to steer a mj.d.dle course in hopes of preserving some labor
support for the Republican party in the'approaching elections» The
first of these explanations of Mtchellts actions-applies.more aptly
to the first year=

Mitchell began .his career as. a distrusted independento His 
subsequent prestige as Secretary of Labor was a far cry from his 
prospects' when he took the job in October, 1953= Martin Durkins a 
labor leader e had just left the post, claiming that President Eisen
hower had violated a: promise to support a 19 point revision of the 
Taft-Hartley Act. ill labor leaders were outraged* They were prepared 
for Durkin's successor, whoever he might be* -.

Mitchell was Assistant Secretary of the Jhmy when the call 
cameo By profession, he was an employers8 manr an industrial relations 
expert* He was on leave from Bloomingdale8 s8 the Hew York department 
store* He had a reputation of fairness arid moderation „ Suddenly 
he was assigned to run that part of the government that labor leaders 
consider "ours"* "Incredible,11 said A1 Hayes, the machinists8 union 
president, by way of greeting* His reaction was typical*

‘ A year later Mitchell went to the AFL Convention and said 
that the AFL criticism of the Administration was unfair* The speech 
was not well received* As late as February, 19559 the AFL was : accusing
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' ;.■■■■ : 26 v ; - / - ....,him of ’fnew and novel giiffinicks11 to imdemaine wage standards o

Gradually!, It became evident that the new secretary was 
attempting'to steer a middle coursê  . labor's official criticism was 
toned downo A portion of labor's leadership came to respect the 
Secretary,, ihey could begin to see results' oh the day to day problems 
handled: by the Labor Department« Mitchell! s moderation was illustrated . 
by his opposition to two major goals of the right wing of his party 
and the extremists among employersi imposition of the anti-trust 
laws on unions and enactment of a national "right-to-work11 law that 
would wipe out all forms of compulsory unionism in every state»

There was speculation as to what position the Secretary 
would take regarding reform legislation* Labor leaders feared that 
Eisenhower would not allow Mitchell a great deal of leeway in directing 
the Administration's proposals. Management spokesmen, on the other , 
handj believed that Mitchell would make too many concessions to •
i,., ;  i  ;

Eisenhower' s proposals were received with suspicion by both 
sides. While the President asked for the regulation of certain 
forms of secondary boycotts and organizational picketing, the degree 
to which he would be. willing to compromise was not clear, •:: w

Democrats were encouraged in early 1958 when Mitchell com
mented favorably on the Select Committee's legislative recommenda
tions, He said he was j "pleased to see that so far is they go the.

26 Joseph A, LoftuSj, "No Job For A Thin-Skinned Guy,11 Ne%r 
York Times Magazine, LXXHI. (June 22,1958)„ p, 8, f . ;



legislative recommendations follow generally the proposals President
‘' v V" ' • ' 2? ■ : .. ■Eisenhower.made to Congress two months agOo & « ” The committee's
recommendations dealt exclusively.with .internal union reforms with
the exception of the "no-man's land" problem0 The Secretary's remarks
were interpreted as sanctioning congressional action rather than
seeking to dictate the terms of legislation» =

Tap months later however» Utehell made a slashing attack .
upon the Senate Subcommittee! s reform bill, the bipartisan Kennedy-
Ives billo He denounced the measure as containing "imperfections,
, .. : 28 ' , > ;■ : ; , . 

omissions or loopholesb" The vehemence of the blast surprised
people who knew the Secretary's part in framing, the administration's
recommendations with which the ICennedy-Ives bill was in general
harmony« In a hurried press conference the following day, Kennedy
and Ives expressed "shock" with the Secretary's charges. Ives said
that Mitchell was trying to make: a partisan issue out of. labor reform.
Democrats claimed that Mitchell had decided to make a bid for the
■ Republican vice-presidential nomination. Two points that, politicians
pretend publicly to be of minor moment would be considerably favorable
to Mitchell in such a cpntest, geography and religion. : He was an
Easterner and a Roman Catholic. Professor John Dunlop of Harvard
University said that Mitchell was running so hard for the vice-
presidency, that he didn91 have time for his job.

Regardless of whether one assigns this selfish motivation,

- ' 27 Christian Science Monitor,' Iferch 3, 1958, p. 7.
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the Labor Secretary was probably the key person capable of bringing 
about a eomproM.se = Gireumstances gave; him a strategic advantage in 
the debate, fhe Republican leadership became more cooperative, for 
they could see the importance of preserving a minimum.. of labor support, 
ihe adoption of 'the HeGlellan1 s "bill of rights11 amendment and amend
ments dealing with secondary boycotts and organizational picketing 
strengthened.I'E.teheH1 s position, for the Administration's proposals 
were actually less objectionable to labor than the proposals of 
McClellan, Goldwater, and House chairman Barden, Mitchell was not 
trying to outlaw legitimate secondary boycotts, those, for example, 
which were directed against a company’s performing struck work. His 
regulation of picketing was directed only at the kind of picketing 
which permitted "top-down organizing" aimed at imtimidating the 
employer instead, of persuading the employees,

is the debate proceeded in the House, Mitchell1s secondary 
boycott and organizational picketing amendments came to represent 
a compromise between the diehard solutions in favor of and against 
the extention of the Taft-Hartley Act,' His amendments were slightly 
changed and included in the Landrum-Griffin bill and accepted by 
the Senate in the Conference Committee,

Later, Mitchell joined fellow Republicans in placing the 
■blame for the failure of House action on the pending legislation 
directly upon the Democratic majority, and, indirectly, the national 
Association of Manufacturers, He said, "1 am surprised that certain 
congressional leaders should surrender so early in the fight, , ,
It also came as a surprise that the MAM and other business groups
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had such strong influenee in the Democratic Party= «■= I feel strongly
o « » that if,the House leadership were truly concerned with the
problems facing millions of American workers it could act effectively
in this area and pass the legislation which the people of this country

• . 29 . . ; 'feel is so necessary."
ihe best explanation for this seemingly changed stand appears

to be that it reflected strong Republican pressures acting on Mitchell
from both wings of the party«, When Mitchell praised the Select

1 Committee1s recommendations„ a special action bulletin was issued
' ' ; , ■, • 30by the Ghamber of Commerce urging that letters be written to Mtchell®

Liberal Republicans must have urged Mitchell to make the association
between the Democrats and business groups^ - Comparable responses
followed Mitchell * s 1959 announcement that he might be willing to
accept the two-package approach of seeking two separate bills. ;Again,
the Chamber of Commerce sent out a special report entitled "Mitchell
Seen Tielding To Democrats on Labor»11 Liberal Republicans had
sought the statement in their efforts to disassociate the administration
from the anti-labor stigma attached to Senator Goldwater.

In the second year of debate Mitchell8 s behavior was more
clearly defined although the interpretations of his actions continued

29 Christian Science Monitor, July 30g 1958, p» 11.
30 Ghamber of Commerces, Special Report on Labor Reform,

A Report Prepared by the Labor Relations and Legal Department, 
(Washington: Chamber of Commerce, August 7, 1958)? p» 2.

31 Ibid., February ?, 1959» p» 2. .
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In a study of policy-making it is not enough that we under

stand influences external to the policy-makers = The factors of 
public opinion5 pressures, facts and arguments, and parties are 
important primarily as they reach and are interpreted and are trans
lated into the legislative debate by public men« The force of John 
Kennedy8s personal and family ambitions; the fervor of Barry Goldwater8s 
convictions; the innate,conservatism of John McClellan; the stubborn 
hold of a retiring man to the power which he had exerted for a number 
Of years s, exemplified by G-raham Barden; and the difficulties of James 
Mitchell8 s position all played indeterminable roles in shaping the 
final draft of the Landrum-Griffin Aeto t#o can measure the extent 
Of these personal factors?



Vo CONGLUSiON

This case study of: the Landrum-Grlffin Act has not been 
concerned with determinihg the value of the measure to labor, 
business, or the general-public. What it seeks to do is to 
develop conclusions about the legislative policy-making process 
in Congress today.

The most obvious observations, which is certainly 
incontestable, is that the passage of any significant legislation 
represents a complex interweaving of threads which cannot be- 
.separated. To begin with, there are the theories of professional 
economists and the o:inion of the general public. Added to these 
are the differences between the interests of groups, the ambitions 
of 'congressional leadersas well. as administrative officials, 
the declared platforms•of the political' parties and their maneuvers 
for the sake■ of expediency. ... ■ 1 :-

.. Here is the problem of representative democracy; in the 
absence of a;'national emergency, citizens Oanhot hold any 
identifiable.officials accountable for policy decisions.- James 
McGregor Burns likened the action in the formation of legislative 
policy to a vast Virginia rdel. Groups"form and come, to the 
center, and each participant has many different partners during 
the course of the dance. Temporary alignments between over
lapping governmental and non-governmental groups takes place



continuously in the nassage of any legislation„ The result is
  . ; 3 7 V: :• Vthat the responsibility for legislative policy cannot be pin

pointed; it is worked out on the level of largely ,irrespnsible: 
group strategies and compromises based upon temporary coalitions,

■ The structure of- Congress and the American democratic 
faith in competing power groups creates this type of policy- 
making. The rules and procedure of Congress actually nurture 
it. The founding fathers of our Republic established an elaborate 
system for'dividing governmental powers. Regardless of their 
motivations5 majority rule was modified to insure the protection • 
of minority rights. The rights of interest groups to.petition 
government was firmly established in the first amendment to thi 
'constitution. And.gradually congressional rules and procedures 
have added further protections for minorites before Convress.

Our system of electing representatives to Congress does 
not give voters any assurance whatsoever that the particular 
economic policy they favor will be established by candidates who 
claim to favor it, too. ' By the time any legislative measure 
comes to a vote, it can hardly be recognized by any layman . 
supporting its principle. Neither'the loyal union advocate nor 
the businessman who wanted stricter curbs bn.labor unions when he 
cast his vote for represtatives or senators in 1956 or 1958, 
had reason to believe that his convictions would find 
expression.

The voter has no one to blame-. Neither those who were
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excited by the revelations of the:McGlellan Committee, nor those• 
who thought unions had been "maligned, could turn to any one- person 
or group for responsibility in the enactment of the Landrum-

■ Griffin Act, even though it might not have been satisfactory to 
either. Like the individual, certainly neither labor nor 
management can focus blame although their public relations material 
.claims.to do so by issuing voting records and quoting statements _ 
of those involved in the legislative process.

This centering of responsibility has a mythical quality to 
it. Suffering from oversimplification, it is not reliable. Why, 
then, do the interested'groups, and news analysts, follow the 
practice Of giving credit or blame? In the case of the lobby
■ interests, they must attempt to maintain group cohesion. Hews ; 
media must encourage readers* naive belief that the activities of 
legislators are significant and allied with the readers * personal 
interests or their interpretation of them.

Few people assigned responsibility to President Eisenhower 
for the Landrum-Griffin Act even though, the chief.executive is 
often charged with specific legislative measures. Both years of 
the debateEisenhower did issue special appeals to Congress for 

. reform legislation; he made a radio appeal to the public for. the 
passage of* the Landrum-lriffin bill in the last week of the House . 
debate; ’and,he did sponsor: an administration bill. His role could

■ be thought of as a catalyst to some extent! He did let many
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other significant issues go by without comment or any apparent 
interest, and he did maintain his public popularity. Members of 
his Cabinet testified before: Senate and. House committees, and he 
brought some pressure to bear on key congressional figures. Had. 
circumstances been slightly altered in the last few weeks of House 
debate, it is almost certain that Congress would not have produced 
the bill the president supported., ■ '

The negative quality of the political parties’ responsi
bility is understandable.. American parties are undisciplined 
heterogeneous groups whose' chief cohesive.factor is the pursuit of 
nubile offices. Democrats and Eenublioans alike had expressed 
in their campaignfs- of 1958 the need for labor union reforms.
While the votes on.specific-amendments often appeared to follow . •
'party lines,' authorship of the amendments cannot be traced to 
party, leaders. The .degree of party agreement was always relative.
A casual reading of the Congressional Record would be deceiving, 
for the majority of votes did seem to conform to a party pattern.
As proposals became more controversial, party lines dwindled.
Party affiliation was not the determinant for such key amendments as 
the McClellan "bill-of-rightsn or the substitute Landrum-Griffin 
bill. Bipartisan sponsorship of both Kennedy measures and the 
Landrum-Griffin bill are over acknowledgements by both parties 
that oarty membership alone is not the. deciding factor. Inter- 
party .alignments were so complex that responsibility cannot be 
placed on.either or both of the political parties. -
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While the pressure groups are more responsible for the 

passage of the final bill.that the other agents heretofore . 
discussed, there is absolutely no way to measure their influences» 
Even if there were, the voting public cannot .hold them accountable 
in any political sense. The pressure groups forced Congress to 
act. Business interests activated the public to bring pressure 
ot bear, and labor groups attempted to manipulate, action. 
Congressional choice often had to,lie between the proposals 
drafted by the staffs of the AFL-CIO and the Rational Chamber of 
Commerce. From this point of view .one. can, credit the pressure •«.
.groups with political power, but lacking officiality there was 
no impetus to their programs. They contributed to the legislative 
hop er, but they weye dependent upon others to set it in motion and 
guide its operation. So group could claim credit or was entirely 
satisfied with the .final outcome of- the labor, debate.

Individual senators and congressmen.certainly cannot be 
held, to account by the people of the entire country. What sanctions 
have workers in Betuoit and Cleveland over. Barry Goldwater of • 
Arizona and John McClellan of Arkansas? So national popular 
majority has any connection whatsoever with Representative Graham 
Barden.... Our congressional, members represent the cultural ideas 
and ideals of the geographic--areas from which they come. Any • 
Congressional' Record is"full of statements-supporting the•premise 
that this concentration on local interests is -as it should be.
The dominant interests of the popular voting majority would con-



sequently have to be subordinate = Gan anyone therefore hold respon
sible in any sense any national representative whose regional back-, 
ground and cultural interests are dissimilar- from his own?

Although praise .or blame for the landrum-Griffin Act 
cannot be pinned upon any one participant or group of participants, 
this does not preclude some hyp'ontheses upon the legislative 
process itself .... ' = / .

Most; legislative histories; place too great a reliance 
upon Formal Authority in their explanation1-of policy formulation.
This case study hopes to show in addition that.many factors out
side of Congress exert pressure and that.further study of these 
external factors is' fundamental to thorough understanding, of.'policy- - 
making in the mid-twentieth: century-.■  ̂ ; ' .

■The first generalization is that a group’s effectiveness 
'in the national arena is always .relative to its internal cohesion.
The preservation and strengthening of the.group1s cohesion are the 
prime obiectives of the leadership. When an issue tends to create 
differences between leadership and the rank and file, this objective 
is doubly hard to obtain and hence effects the group’s response.
In case of the labor reform movement, labor1s leaders were sub
ject to, public, investigation. , The offensive, against; labor unions 
was aimed not directly at the benefits secured by organized labor, 
such as minimum wages, improving working'conditions, and the like,. 
but at the leadership and organization' of unions themselves.

1 This accusation'placed, labor1s leaders on the defensive.



Hampered by the traditional heterogeneity of membership and 
the political inexperience of many of labor's leaders, the 
national offices of the AFL-CIO; were unable to meet the legis
lative challenge with any sort of united front. This inability 
to maintain cohesion was manifested in a consistently inflex
ible attitude, poor counter-propaganda, and a tendency for 
separate international unions' to splinter and seek s elf-protection» 
fhis explanation is not offered as a rationalization for labor's 
: behavior, blit'it indicates the fundamental relevance of internal 
group affairs to political success» . ■,

A second generalization about the legislative process 
that can be made is. that the Shifting; cycles of. the. political 
enviroment, such as the state of the economy and approaching elec
tions, affect legislative timing and -determine advantages. There 
certainly .was a connection between the recession.of 1958$ the 
localized major - strikes of 19̂ 9:, and the proximity of the 
elections of i960 to the course of the labor debate, 'In view ‘ t - 
of the previous decade of legislative stalemate in'labo'r-toanage- 
ment legislation, it seems unlikely ;that the' issue would have been 
resolved despite the revelations of the, McClellan committee.

Thirdly, the mere complexity of an issue may afford' ' 
significant propaganda opportunities^/a fact often overlooked, ■ „
If the general public, or Congress,for that matter, is confronted 
with events that are , ambiguous, • they are not, easily, able to decide 
in what terms the events are to be understood. The interested public
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■In the labor debate needed, clarification, for indnstrlal\relations 
are, highly specialised and complex, ; Fe>T people understood 
secondary.boycotts, organizational picketing, "the no^man’s land" 
problem, let alone the laws governing; them01 They were receptive ,, . 
therefore, to explanations that would give meaning to them in 
terms .of labor corruption. Here, business groups, as the leaders ■ 
for more comprehensive legislation, had•a natural advantage; they 
. had, primairy access to the news, media and. had a . "structured" 
explanatidtt tb present.' That explanation consisted in tying 
corruption With advantages labor had gained in the past.

Finally, some recognition should be given to the relation
ship between political parties and claimant groups. Although 
this connection is always ephemeral, because of the heterogeneity 
of political .parties: and the■determination of- the.groups to avoid 
partisan identification, there are times, when the cause for 
temporary alliances between specific groups and political parties 
can be seen and understood. Such' was the case in the.apparent 
comparative unity Of, the:. Republican party. behind the broad pro- 
management - reform,approach. Here was an issue that appealed to 
conservatives among Republican ranks and, .in view of approaching 
elections, held in line the liberal wing. Democrats, on the other 
hand, were torn between their traditional.alliance with organized 
labor and.; the necessity for taking a; stand against actually . 
exposed corruption. In addition. Southern Democrats have never 
submitted to party leadership on{legislative policy touching labor.
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The book which fully explains .the complexities of the

legislative process remains to be written. Political scientists 
have offered surprisingly few conclusions'about congressional 
behavioro ' College textbooks simply recount the numerous hap
penings that may befall any bill as its sponsors'attempt to 
steer it through Congress, It is hoped that this paper shows the
heed for such a work while fully recognizing the difficulties
which its creation involves.
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